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In November 2000, the EU Council of Ministers adopted a

Directive prohibiting direct or indirect discrimination on a

number of new grounds, including disability. This reflects the

fact that both national governments and EU institutions have in

recent years shown an increasing interest in promoting the

participation of people with disabilities in working life and

preventing discrimination against them. Involving the social

partners as key participants in the effort to integrate disabled

people into the labour market is one of the main thrusts of the

disability strategy adopted by the Member States and enforced

by the EU institutions. Within this framework, the EU-level

social partners in May 1999 adopted a joint declaration on the

employment of disabled people.

Against this backdrop, the comparative supplement in this

issue of EIRObserver looks at the issue of disability in industrial

relations in the 15 EU Member States plus Norway. We review:

the general employment situation of disabled people in the EU

and Norway; government measures, whether statutory or

otherwise, to promote the employment of people with

disabilities or prevent discrimination against them; the extent

to which collective bargaining deals with disability issues and

the content of such bargaining; the views of social partners on

current statutory measures and the EU-level joint declaration;

and the partners' contribution to the promotion of the

employment of disabled people, including joint initiatives with

non-governmental organisations.

EIRObserver presents a small edited selection of articles based

on some of the reports supplied for the EIROnline database, in

this case for January and February 2001. EIROnline - the core of

EIRO's operations - is publicly accessible on the World-Wide

Web, providing a comprehensive set of reports on key

industrial relations developments in the countries of the EU

(plus Norway), and at European level. It can be found at:

http://www.eiro.eurofound.ie/

EIRO, which started operations in February 1997, is based on a

network of leading research institutes in each of the countries

covered and at EU level (listed on p.16), coordinated by the

European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and

Working Conditions. Its aim is to collect, analyse and

disseminate high-quality and up-to-date information on key

developments in industrial relations in Europe, primarily to

serve the needs of a core audience of national and European-

level organisations of the social partners, governmental

organisations and EU institutions.

Mark Carley, Editore
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Average collectively agreed pay

increases across the EU (plus

Norway) ran at around 2.9% in

1999 and 3.0% in 2000 - though

with major variations between

countries. Following a fall in the

average increase from 3.1% in

1998 to 2.9% in 1999, this

suggests that pay moderation may

be coming under pressure in some

countries. However, taking into

account increases in prices and

productivity, it seems that

moderation has persisted and even

deepened.

The aim of this annual update, based on
contributions from the EIRO national
centres, is to provide a broad, general
indication of trends in pay increases over
1999 and 2000 within the EU Member
States (plus Norway). This is a brief
summary of a full update published on
the EIROnline website, which provides
more detail, covers several other areas
(such as earnings, minimum wages and
labour costs), outlines the sources of the
information and sets out the problems of
comparison and the caveats that apply.
The figures provided should be treated
with extreme caution, and readers
should refer to the full EIROnline update
and read the various notes and expla-
nations.

Average collectively agreed pay

increases

The figure opposite provides figures for
average nominal collectively agreed basic
pay increases in each country. Where
possible, the figures cover the whole
economy, though there are exceptions.
While it should be noted that the huge
differences in national pay formation
and industrial relations systems make
comparisons difficult, the following
points emerge (no figures are available
for Greece or for Norway in 2000):

. in 1999, nominal pay increases varied
between 4.9% in Norway (though this
figure includes wage drift and
``carryover`` from previous years) and
1.6% in France. The average increase
stood at 2.9%;

. in 2000, nominal pay increases varied
between 5.5% in Ireland (the limit laid
down by a national agreement) and
1.6% in France. The average increase
stood at 3.0%;

. the average increase thus increased
very slightly by 0.1 points from 1999 to
2000, indicating an overall continuation
(if slowing down) of the moderation of
nominal pay increases recorded from

1998 to 1999 (when there was a 0.3-
point fall). However, the picture varied
widely, with the rate of increase rising
between 1999 and 2000 in eight
countries, falling in four and remaining
stable in two. This contrasts with a
widespread trend for the rate of pay
increase to fall from 1998 to 1999
(applying to 11 countries). Pay
moderation appears to have come under
most pressure in Ireland and the
Netherlands; and

. there still seems to be relatively little
convergence between the rates of
nominal pay increase in the various EEA
countries.

Taking only the countries of the euro-
zone, the picture is rather different:

. in 1999, nominal pay increases varied
between 3.8% in Luxembourg and 1.6%
in France. The average increase stood at
2.7%;

. in 2000, nominal pay increases varied
between 5.5% in Ireland and 1.6% in
France. The average increase stood at
3.1%;

. the figures indicate that while nominal
pay increases in 1999 were lower in the
euro countries than in the EU/EEA more
widely, in 2000 they slightly exceeded
the overall figure. The possibly greater
convergence and greater stability
witnessed between 1998 to 1999 was
less evident from 1999 to 2000.

Real pay increases

The above data refer to nominal pay
increases. To produce and indication of
real pay increases we have adjusted the
increases for inflation, subtracting the
annual average rates of inflation, as
calculated in line with Eurostat's Har-
monised Index of Consumer Prices. The
following trends emerge (no 2000 fig-
ures are available for Belgium, Greece
and Norway):

. workers received real pay increases in
all countries in 1999 (as they had in
1998), but in 2000, those in six countries
(Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Italy
and Spain) saw their nominal pay
increase swallowed up by inflation
(although in some cases, the pay
increase figures used represent minima,
built on by subsequent bargaining);

. in 1999, the range of real pay increases
was between 2.8% in Norway and
Luxembourg (where automatic pay
indexation occurs) and 0.1% in Italy
(where sectoral agreements set
minimum rates) - a somewhat smaller
range than found for nominal increases.

The average increase stood at 1.4% (as it
had in 1998);

. in 2000, the range of real pay increases
was between 2.3% in the UK and -0.7%
in Italy (see previous point). The average
increase stood at 0.4%; and

. the average increase thus dropped by
one percentage point from 1999 to
2000, indicating that - despite a slight
upward trend in nominal pay increases -
inflation meant that real pay increases
fell appreciably. The cross-European
nature of this trend is indicated by the
fact that between 1999 and 2000, the
rate of real pay increase fell in all
countries apart from the Netherlands
and the UK. Real pay increases
converged somewhat more than
nominal pay increases in bot years.

Taking only the countries of the euro-
zone:

. in 1999, real pay increases varied
between 2.8% in Ireland and 0.1% in
Italy. The average increase stood at 1.2%
(slightly lower than the overall EU/EEA
average of 1.4%);

. in 2000, real pay increases varied
between 1.1% in Germany and -0.7% in
Italy. The average increase stood at
under 0.1% (compared with the overall
EU/EEA average of 0.4%);

. these figures indicate that (as in 1998-
9) real pay increases are lower in the
euro countries than in the EU/EEA more
widely and that they converge more.
They also fell slightly more from 1999 to
2000. The highest real pay increases in
2000 were both in non-euro-zone
countries (Sweden and the UK). The
effects of Economic and Monetary Union
(EMU) may arguably be detected here.

``Distributive margin''

In recent years, some trade unions have
taken an increasing interest in the extent
to which collective bargaining outcomes
use up the ``distributive margin`` of the
total sum of inflation and productivity
growth. For example, the ``Doorn
group`` of trade unions from Belgium,
Germany, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands (EIRObserver 6/98 p.2) have
agreed to seek ``collective bargaining
settlements that correspond to the sum
total of the evolution of prices and the
increase in labour productivity``, and
they assess each year the extent to which
they have used up this full ``distributive
margin``. It is accounted a success for
unions if pay rises equal or exceed the
total of the increase in inflation and
productivity. The Doorn unions are
aware that there are many
methodological and statistical difficulties
in comparing pay developments in this
way and that bargaining has other non-
pay outcomes which can be difficult to
calculate in terms of their cost effects.

Pay developments - annual update 2000
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However, this measure does provide a
useful indication in evaluating
bargaining outcomes, as it takes into
account productivity as well as inflation.

The data indicate that trade unions
across Europe have faced great difficul-
ties in achieving bargaining settlements
that use up the full distribution margin.
Figures are available for 11 of the
countries over the whole 1999-2000
period, and these show an average total
shortfall of 2.6 percentage points be-
tween pay rises and the sum of inflation
and productivity increases. The gap
widened considerably between 0.7
points in 1999 and 1.9 in 2000. For the
four countries where unions operate the
Doorn formula, the gap is smaller than
average, at 1.4 points over 1999-2000,
and the margin was exceeded slightly in
1999.

Over the full two-year period, only the
UK managed to exceed the distribution
margin, by 0.6 points, with Portugal and
Germany coming closest elsewhere. The
biggest shortfalls were registered in
Spain and France. In 1999, Austria,
Belgium, Germany, Norway, Portugal
and the UK all exceeded the margin, but

no countries for which figures are
available did so in 2000. Between 1999
and 2000, the utilisation of the margin
fell in all countries for which figures are
available except the Netherlands.

The figures confirm that pay moderation
continued and even deepened in 2000,
taking productivity as well as inflation
into account. Such moderation is seen to
be required by the new conditions
imposed by EMU, and is recommended
in the EU's Broad Economic Policy
Guidelines.

Collectively agreed pay increases

by sector

Turning from the whole economy to
individual sectors, our update examined
collectively agreed pay increases in
sectors selected to represent manufac-
turing industry (chemicals), services (re-
tail), and the public sector (the central
civil service). While these more specific
figures are probably more accurate than
the overall average increases given
above, extreme caution is again advised.

Comparing the three sectors, in 1999,
the highest average nominal increases
were found in chemicals at 3.0%,

followed by retail at 2.8% and the civil
service at 2.7%. However, in 2000, the
average increase in all three sectors was
3.0% (also the whole-economy average),
indicating stability in chemicals but a
rising trend in the other two sectors. It
might be expected that increases in the
civil service might be pushed downwards
by the increased pressure on public
sector finances owing to the EMU
convergence criteria, but if this was true
to some extent in some countries in
1999 it was not visible in 2000.

In 1999, there was a very wide range of
nominal pay increases awarded in the

chemicals sector across Europe, with the
highest being 5.5% in Greece and the
lowest being 0.4% in France (which
refers only to minimum rates). In 2000,
the range of increases remained the
same, with the highest pay rise being
found in Luxembourg, at 5.5% (includ-
ing automatic pay indexation), and the
lowest again in France, at 0.4%. The
average pay increase remained virtually
stable from 1999 to 2000 at 3.0% - very
similar to the whole-economy average
figures - with the rate of increase rising
in four countries, falling in seven and
remaining unchanged in three (no data
for either year are available for Belgium
and Norway).

The range of nominal pay increases in
the retail sector in 1999 was between
4.9% in Norway (though the figure
includes additional elements) and zero in
France. In 2000, the range of increases
changed little, with Ireland heading the
list at 5.5% and Austria and France
bringing up the rear with 1.8%. The
average rose appreciably from 2.8% to
3.0% between 1999 and 2000, with the
rate of increase rising in seven countries,
falling in three and remaining stable in
four (no data are available for either year
for Belgium, and no data for 2000 for
Norway). Retail pay increases were
below the whole-economy average in
1999, but equalled it in 2000.

The range of nominal pay increases in
the central civil service sector in 1999
was between 4.7% in Norway (though
the figure includes additional elements)
and 0.5% in France. In 2000, the range
of increases widened somewhat, with
Ireland heading the list at 8.5% (includ-
ing a 3% ``catch-up`` award) and France
still at the bottom with 0.5%. The
average increase rose appreciably from
2.7% in 1999 to 3.0% in 2000, with the
rate of increase rising in seven countries,
falling in five and remaining stable in
three (no 2000 data are available for
Norway). Civil service pay increases were
below the whole-economy average in
1999, but equalled it in 2000.

TN0103202U
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The European-level social dialogue

committee in the telecommunica-

tions sector adopted new guide-

lines for the organisation of

telework in February 2001. The

guidelines are intended to provide

a European framework for the

implementation of teleworking in

the sector.

On 7 February 2001, Luis Neves from
Uni-Europa Telecom (the European sec-
tion of Union Network International
grouping telecommunication workers'
trade unions) and Manfred Bobke, pre-
sident of the telecommunications sector
social dialogue committee, signed a set
of guidelines on teleworking in this
sector. The telecommunications industry
employers' organisation, the European
Public Telecommunication Network Op-
erators Association (ETNO) will now
consider whether to adopt the guidelines
as an ``official reflection document`` at
the next meeting of its executive board.

General provisions

In general, the guidelines, which follow
on from a joint political statement made
by the social partners in this sector as a
contribution to the March 2000 Lisbon
European Council meeting, stress that
teleworking should be voluntary and
introduced on the basis of collective
agreements concluded at the appropri-
ate level. The guidelines state that the
modernisation of the labour market is
crucial for the future development of
Europe and vital, given the ongoing
rapid changes in the competitive envir-
onment and the development of new
technologies. Work organisation and
working relationships should therefore
be as adaptable and flexible as possible.
They go on to state that teleworking is
particularly relevant in the telecommu-
nications sector and that European-level
principles on its introduction are impor-
tant. The parties to the guidelines hope
that they will be adopted by telecom-
munications companies in Europe, on a
voluntary basis and according to each
country's laws and collective bargaining
practices.

The guidelines aim to pursue the
following objectives:

. arranging the flexibility of work
organisation;

. creating employment opportunities in
regions which are structurally weak and
for people with disabilities;

. giving individual workers greater
responsibility for planning and carrying
out work;

. humanising work and improving the
work/life balance;

. improving quality of work and
productivity and creating more job
satisfaction; and

. transferring ``work to people``.

Main principles

The guidelines state first that the intro-
duction of telework should be on a
voluntary basis on the side of both the
employer and the employee. An agree-
ment on teleworking should be reached
at the appropriate level - ie sectoral or
company level - and its introduction
should be subject to the suitability of the
individual, the work performed and the
working environment.

There should be equal treatment be-
tween teleworkers and employees
working on company premises. Tele-
workers should be assigned to a com-
pany organisation unit in order to ensure
that employment status and terms and
conditions are not affected by the move
to teleworking.

The company should provide, instal and
maintain all equipment necessary for
teleworking, which should be returned
to the company upon the termination of
the arrangement. The employer should
give consideration to meeting any addi-
tional costs which teleworking involves.

Teleworkers should be given the same
access to training, career development
and career advancement as company-
based employees and should be involved
in any work review policies adopted by
the company. In addition, any company
health and safety regulations, in accor-
dance with the relevant laws and
collective agreements, should apply to
teleworkers' home workplaces.

If the home workplace becomes una-
vailable for teleworking, the company
should make every effort to find alter-
native employment for the employee in
question.

Isolation can be a problem for telewor-
kers - the guidelines state that arrange-
ments should be made to ensure that
teleworkers do not suffer from exclusion.
This would include, as far as possible, the
opportunity to meet regularly with
colleagues and to have access to com-
pany information.

In terms of security, teleworkers must
ensure that all equipment, information
and data files are kept confidential and
secure, in a manner which conforms
with company policy and security and
data protection.

If the employer wishes to set up a
performance monitoring facility, the
teleworker should be informed of this.
As far as is possible, the monitoring
should control output rather than activ-

ity. Monitoring should also be consistent
with the systems which apply to com-
pany-based employees. Further, any
visits by company managers or company
employees to the home of teleworkers
must be made by prior appointment and
with the agreement of the teleworker.

Finally, the guidelines state that tele-
workers have the same collective rights
as company-based employees, including
the rights of communication with works
councils and trade union representatives.

The sectoral social dialogue committee
recommends that the guidelines should
be adopted by telecommunications
companies by the end of 2001, on a
voluntary basis and according to the
laws and collective bargaining practices
of individual countries. The committee
will monitor the adoption of the guide-
lines during 2002.

Commentary

These guidelines on the introduction of
teleworking are significant for a number
of reasons. They represent the first
attempt to provide a European-level
framework for the introduction of tele-
working, covering all the major issues of
concern associated with teleworking,
including equal treatment with com-
pany-based workers, performance mon-
itoring, costs and maintenance of
equipment, health and safety, and
representation by trade unions. As the
guidelines state, it is the telecommuni-
cations industry which is most suited to
the introduction of teleworking, due to
the nature of the work and the avail-
ability of equipment - the guidelines
serve to formalise at sectoral level and
build on a number of arrangements
which have already been introduced at
company level in this sector. For exam-
ple, a major agreement on teleworking
was concluded in 1998 at the German
telecommunications company Deutsche
Telekom.

The guidelines will also been seen as an
important boost to the so-called Lisbon
strategy, discussed at the March 2000
Lisbon European Council summit, which
aims to harness the potential of the
``information society`` and of new
technology in order to stimulate
employment.

Finally, the intersectoral European-level
social partners will no doubt examine
this sectoral initiative with interest as
they have been asked by the European
Commission, under the umbrella of its
consultation of the social partners on the
modernisation of work organisation
launched in June 2000, to consider the
possibility of European-level action on
teleworking. These guidelines will now
no doubt serve as a basis and reference
point for any intersectoral European-
level negotiations which may open on
the theme of teleworking. (Andrea
Broughton, IRS)

EU010296F (Related records: EU0004241F, DE9810181N,

EU0007259N)

16 February 2001
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In December 2000, Belgium's

central social partners formally

signed an intersectoral collective

agreement for 2001-2. The accord

provides for an indicative pay

norm of an increase of 6.4% over

two years (or up to 7% in well-

performing sectors), as well as

provisions on matters such as

training, working time, older

workers, reductions in employers'

social security contributions and

the harmonisation of blue- and

white-collar status.

On 6 December 2000, representatives of
Belgium's central trade union and em-
ployers' organisations reached a draft
intersectoral collective agreement for
2001-2 (succeeding the 1999-2000 ac-
cord - EIRObserver 1/99 p.4). It was
presented a few days later to the
government, which accepted it uncon-
ditionally. Then the member organisa-
tions of the signatories debated some
points of this agreement internally be-
fore finally approving it, opening the
way for its formal signing on 22
December. On the trade union side, the
signatories were: the Belgian General
Federation of Labour (FGTB/ABVV); the
Confederation of Christian Trade Unions
(CSC/ACV); and the Federation of Liberal
Trade Unions of Belgium (CGSLB/
ACLVB). The employer-side signatories
were: the Federation of Belgian Enter-
prises (FEB/VBO); the two organisations
for small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs), the Union of Small Firms and
Traders (UCM) and Union of Indepen-
dents (UNIZO); and the two Farmers'
Unions (UPA and Boerenbond).

The way is now open for sectoral
negotiations, which should be the main
Belgian industrial relations event of
2001, while various working groups will
deal with certain specific matters. The
intersectoral agreement's provisions on
pay and purchasing power are set out in
the box on p.6, and the other main
points and innovative provisions are
summarised below.

Reduction of employer

contributions

In 2002, employers will be able to enjoy
new reductions in their social security
contributions. However, these reductions
will occur only if several conditions are
met: a positive evaluation of efforts with
regard to employment and training (see
below); the existence of an available
budget margin; and the existence of
sufficient alternative financing to enable
social security benefits to be redeve-
loped.

Worker training

Employers and unions confirmed their
commitment in the previous intersectoral

agreement with regard to continuing
training. In practice this means that, up
until the end of 2002, companies will
have to increase their spending on such
training to 1.6% of pay costs (the aim is
to bring Belgium up to the level of its
three neighbouring countries in 2004, ie
expenditure of 1.9%). The intersectoral
negotiators have expressly requested the
individual sectors to give priority in their
agreements to training for certain target
groups (such as older workers, women,
unskilled workers, and occupations ex-
periencing labour shortages).

As in the previous agreement, an effort
of 0.10% of the total paybill has also
been requested for the training and
employment of people from ``risk
groups``. A new feature of the agree-
ment is that part-time workers will now
also be entitled to paid education leave
for vocational training. Finally, there will
be additional training possibilities for
workers over the age of 45.

Working time

The Minister of Employment and Labour,
Laurette Onkelinx, recently made a
number of proposals on working hours
and free time. The social partners have
responded to these proposals in the
intersectoral agreement. According to
Josly Piette of CSC/ACV, the employers
and unions have ``modelled`` the
measures proposed by the Minister,
while taking into account the reality on
the ground. Employers' representatives
stated: ``we have reached pragmatic
solutions.``

Working week

The working week is currently a max-
imum of 39 hours. The Minister of
Employment and Labour had asked the
social partners to reduce this limit to 38
hours by 1 January 2001, which was
unthinkable for employers in small and
medium-sized companies (UCM and
UNIZO). The agreement leaves the ne-
gotiations on this issue to the sectors
and companies, but with the require-
ment to achieve a reduction in the
working week to 38 hours by January
2003 at the latest. The social partners
have asked the government to make a
reduction in employers' social security
contributions available early to compa-
nies that conclude collective agreements
reducing working time as of 2001 (and
not 2002).

Work and family life

The negotiators will put in place a
collectively agreed framework as of
January 2002 to grant workers:

. the right to a ``time credit`` of one year,
full time or half time;

. the right to a career break equivalent to
one-fifth of a week for five years;

. the right to half-time work or 80%
work for workers aged over 50;

. a system of specific leave (eg parental
leave or leave to care for an ill family
member); and

. a specific system for very small
companies with fewer than 10 workers
(which will include a requirement for the
employer's consent for the new forms of
time off).

Independent of these measures, pater-
nity leave has been raised to 10 days
(previously three).

Older workers

The trade union organisations success-
fully requested that all existing early
retirement systems be maintained and
extended. The approach to this issue
taken by the agreement is aimed at
maintaining the current retirement sys-
tems, while improving the employment
opportunities for older workers, through
a ``voluntarist and incentive-based``
approach, as follows:

. workers aged over 45 will be able to
switch from night-shift to day-shift work
and receive an additional sum to
compensate for the loss of income. This
requires a change to National Labour
Council agreement No. 46 on shiftwork
(planned for the end of 2001);

. workers aged over 50 will be entitled to
reduce their working time to four days
per week and receive an allowance, or to
work half time with a higher allowance;
and

. the recruitment of unemployed
workers over the age of 45 will be
encouraged (through reductions in
employer social security contributions
and the ``activation`` of unemployment
benefits to subsidise the recruitment of
older workers)

Mobility

Various measures have been agreed
concerning mobility, which is becoming
``a subject for consultation in its own
right`` (according to Michel Nollet of
FGTB/ABVV). These measures include:

. a higher reimbursement of the costs of
commuting between home and work;
and

. the possibility for company investments
in ``transport plans`` to be tax
deductible.

Status of blue- and white-collar

workers

The continuing differences in status
between blue-collar and white-collar
workers in Belgium have long been the
subject of debate. The previous inter-
sectoral agreement provided for a har-
monisation of the periods of notice for
the two categories of employee. In the
2001-2 intersectoral agreement, the two
sides requested the National Labour
Council to put forward by the end of
2001 proposals to harmonise the two

BELGIUM
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statuses further. The implementation of
these proposals will be scheduled over a
period of six years.

Equality between women and

men

The social partners agreed to ``maintain
the effort initiated in the previous
intersectoral agreement`` with regard to
achieving greater quality between
women and men. In addition, they have
undertaken to develop a pilot project
with the European Social Fund on
gender mainstreaming in Belgium. As an
example, they cite the possibility of
examining the issue of ``the impact of
the analytical review of job classifications
in the sectors``.

Social dialogue in SMEs

Various sectors have organised a specific
system of consultation arrangements for
companies with fewer than 50 workers
(which are not covered by statutory
works councils and health and safety
committees). The negotiators have re-
quested, as in the previous intersectoral
agreement, that the sectoral negotiators
organise this same system of consulta-
tion, which occurs beyond company
level, for their sectors, if possible.

Other provisions

Other issues covered by the new inter-
sectoral agreement include:

. administrative simplification. The
employers' organisations requested
administrative formalities to be cut back
to a minimum so as to ``improve the
entrepreneurial climate and stimulate
employment``. A work programme has
been set up in this respect;

. temporary agency work. Up until now,
the use of temporary agency staff has
been legally banned in the construction
sector. The social partners have agreed
to ``discuss objectively`` the possibility of
lifting this ban; and

. international cooperation and
sustainable development. The social
partners have asked the government for
the resources to facilitate cooperation
between the intersectoral and sectoral
employer and union organisations and
their counterparts in other countries of
the world.

Implementation

The sectoral social partners will now
implement many of the agreement's
provisions through negotiations in the
joint committees. With regard to various
other matters, it has been agreed to
form four working groups to look into
the ways of implementing certain points:

. a working group on the budgetary
implementation of the measures
(including the Minister of the Budget,
Social Integration and Social Economy);

. a working group on the social aspects
of the implementation of the agreed
regulations (including the Minister of
Social Affairs and Pensions);

. a working group within the National
Labour Council which will examine the
legal framework (including the Minister
of Employment and Labour); and

. a working group on taxation which will
specify the implementation of the
announced tax deductions (including the
Minister of Finance).

Commentary

Beyond the framework set by the social
partners for the sectoral negotiations,
which in itself is considerable, the
intersectoral agreement also pursues
other not insignificant objectives, such as
the implementation of a new legal
framework on certain industrial relations
issues for all workers in the private
sector. However, in addition to making
practical advances, this agreement also
plays an enormous symbolic role. It
enables the employers and unions to put
forward their own priorities in areas such
as pay, employment and the training of
workers. Consequently, it allows them to
put in second place the measures
proposed by other actors on the Belgian
industrial relations scene. Thus, the
proposals of the Minister of Employment
and Labour on the reduction of working
time have been deliberately put to the
side for the time being. The Minister has
responded by calling this agreement
``timid``.

It should be said (but is this a relationship
of cause and effect?) that the social
partners have not particularly appre-
ciated the positions adopted by certain
members of the government on matters
that traditionally belong to the partners.
Government decisions have, in fact,
been taken via the new intersectoral
agreement through government propo-
sals on the status of blue- and white-
collar employees and the government
mobility plan, as well as measures
relating to social security. These mea-
sures, which are classified as ``orders`` in
the Belgian consultation system,
sometimes made the negotiations
between unions and employers difficult.
As an example, FGTB/ABVV asserts that
the employment plan presented by the
government has been ``greeted with
enormous mistrust by the employers,
which is reflected in laborious
discussions on the methods of
application that the negotiators have
had to finalise at the request of the
government``.

Those involved can only congratulate
themselves on the conclusion of this
agreement. They ``refused to reduce the
negotiations to the simple implementa-
tion of government decisions and
continually insisted on free and
responsible bargaining``, according to
FGTB/ABVV. ``As a result of this
agreement, our companies will be able
to concentrate on their main activity:
enterprise``, according to FEB/VBO.
(Catherine Delbar, Institut des Sciences
du Travail, UCL)

BE0101337F (Related records: BE0008323F, BE0005312F,

BE9903264F, BE0003307F, BE9710219F)

26 January 2001

Increased purchasing power

The fixing of a maximum margin for
pay rises in the intersectoral agreement
was hotly debated over the months
prior to the conclusion of the accord.
The trade unions rejected such a norm,
claiming that the period of recession
was over, while the employers de-
manded it, in the name of obligatory
pay restraint in order to remain com-
petitive in an open economy.

The issue of the pay norm was at the
centre of the negotiations, and the
following agreement was finally
reached:

. the hourly wages of workers in the
private sector may increase by 6.4% in
the period 2001-2, including pay
indexation and collectively agreed
increases;

. this norm of 6.4% is indicative - it is
given for guidance, but is not a
requirement; and

. sectors with a good economic
performance may exceed this norm,
going up to, but not beyond, a
maximum increase of 7% in the hourly
wage over the two years.

As the norm is only indicative, the
framework agreed at intersectoral level
``consolidates and reinforces the return
to free but responsible bargaining`` at
sector level, said the president of FGTB/
ABVV. ``It is no longer a case of
moderating pay but controlling pay,``
said Luc Denayer of the bipartite
Central Economic Council.

The forthcoming sectoral bargaining in
almost 120 joint committees will have
the role of implementing the pay norm.

Other measures will complement the
pay norm with the objective of in-
creasing workers' purchasing power:

1) double holiday pay will be granted
for a full four weeks of annual leave.
Employers and unions have agreed to
bring these changes into effect on 1
January 2001, which requires urgent
legislative changes; and

2) the reimbursement of the costs of
commuting between home and work
will be raised to 60% of a public
transport season ticket. In principle,
these measures will come into effect
on 1 April 2001 but will require an
amendment to the relevant agreement
concluded by the social partners in the
bipartite National Labour Council
(agreement No. 19 of 26 March 1975,
amended by collective agreement No.
19bis of 7 June 1988).
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Siemens
The redundant employees of the

Fujitsu Siemens plant located in

Kilo, Finland, which was closed in

2000, brought legal proceedings

against the company in February

2001. The employees are

demanding compensation

totalling some FIM 50 million for

possible violation of the Finnish

Cooperation Act's rules on

negotiations over measures

affecting personnel.

In February 2001, nine Finnish trade
unions, on behalf of 219 members,
initiated joint compensation proceedings
in the courts against Fujitsu Siemens
Computers for allegedly violating the
Cooperation Act in connection with the
closure of a computer plant located at
Kilo, Finland. The company is being sued
for compensation of 20 months' pay for
each claimant, which is the highest
possible compensation prescribed in the
Cooperation Act. Altogether, the claims
for compensation amount to over FIM
50 million (EUR 8.4 million). For indivi-
dual employees, the claims vary from less
than FIM 200,000 (EUR 33,600) to over
FIM 600,000 (EUR 100,000).

The majority of the compensation clai-
mants are members of the Metalwor-
kers' Union (Metalliliitto) affiliated to the
Central Organisation of Finnish Trade
Unions (SAK). Other claimants are
members of the following affiliates of
the Finnish Confederation of Salaried
Employees (STTK): the Union of Techni-
cal Employees ( TL); the Union of
Salaried Employees in Industry (STL); and
the Federation of Special Service and
Clerical Employees (ERTO). The remain-
der are members of the following
affiliates of the Confederation of Unions
for Academic Professionals (AKAVA): the
Finnish Association of Graduates in
Economics and Business Administration
(SEFE); the Union of Professional Engi-
neers in Finland (IL); the Finnish Asso-
ciation of Graduate Engineers (TEK); the
Central Union of Special Branches within
AKAVA (AEK); and the Association of
Finnish Political Scientists (SVAL).

Background

The roots of Finnish computer produc-
tion date back to the 1960s, when
production started at the Kilo factory. In
1991, the Finnish-owned Nokia sold its
computer-producing subsidiary Nokia
Data to the British-run ICL, which was
itself part of a Japanese group. At that
time, the deal was seen as the salvation
of Finnish computer production, which
was floundering in the economic de-

pression. In 1996, Fujitsu acquired the
computer operations of ICL, and Fujitsu
ICL Computers took over responsibility
for the Kilo plant. In autumn 1999, when
Fujitsu and the German-based Siemens
announced that they would establish a
new joint venture uniting their European
production under a single company
(Fujitsu Siemens Computers), they af-
firmed that production would continue
as before. The joint venture also involved
two Siemens plants in Germany. The
management of Fujitsu ICL boasted that
the productivity, skills, all-round compe-
tence, product quality and throughput at
the Kilo factory were among the best in
the group.

However, after the new joint company
started its activity, the employees of the
Finnish unit were informed in December
1999, after a long period of uncertainty,
of the commencement of a cooperation
procedure with employee representa-
tives on the subject of closing the plant.
Even though the unit was profitable, the
negotiations ended without result and all
450 employees were made redundant in
April 2000.

According to the employees, the nego-
tiations conducted were a pure formality
and were commenced far too late, in
contravention of the Cooperation Act.
The employees of the German Siemens
plants had already been informed the
previous summer that the Kilo plant was
about to be closed down. However, the
management in charge at Kilo at the
time has claimed that it did not have de
facto knowledge of the decision before
December 1999. After the redundancies
took effect, the Ministry of Labour - and
later also the employees - asked the
police to undertake an investigation as
to whether the Cooperation Act had
been violated. Investigation of a possible
crime is still under way.

Some redundant employees still

unemployed

The redundancies concerned altogether
450 employees. The majority of these
have succeeded in finding work at other
electronics companies. In many cases,
however, unemployment has persisted -
especially for older employees whose
chances of getting work have been poor.
For these people, the economic signifi-
cance of the redundancies has been
dramatic. For the first 500 days of the
period of unemployment, the Finnish
unemployment insurance system pro-
vides incomes-related benefit, which is
about 40%-60% of the previous wage.
After that, the benefit received drops to
the basic daily allowance, which is FIM
127 (EUR 21) a day.

Importance of Cooperation Act

This case is important in that the
Cooperation Act is now being tested in
relation to redundancies. According to
the Act, the obligation to negotiate
means that measures affecting person-
nel should be subjected to negotiation in
good time, when there still exist factual
alternatives to the proposed ``personnel
arrangements`` or redundancies. The
trade union movement now wishes to
test the real content of the Cooperation
Act. The objective of the proceedings is
to remind multinational companies
operating in Finland that the Finnish
legislation concerns them, too. The wide
united front of the employees and
unions in the compensation proceedings
is significant. Alongside former assembly
workers, administrative employees and
middle management are also seeking to
enforce their employment rights .

The Finnish national contact point over-
seeing application of the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (OECD) guidelines for multinational
enterprises has also been asked to take a
stand on whether the guidelines have
been violated. The final standpoint of
the contact point will be issued after the
criminal investigation has been com-
pleted.

Commentary

The Finnish courts must now take a
stand on an important issue concerning
the obligation of employers to inform
their personnel of any threat that a plant
will be closed. The decision-making
process implemented by Fujitsu Siemens
in closing the Kilo plant was open to
question from the employees' point of
view. In the new legal proceedings, the
evidence will be being weighed as to
whether this multinational company
took sufficient account of the national
legislation on negotiations in such cir-
cumstances. The case is comparable to
the closure of Renault Vilvoorde in 1997,
where the decision to close a plant in
Belgium was made in France without
informing and consulting the personnel
(EIRObserver 2/97 p.2). As globalisation
proceeds, there arises a greater need for
clearer ``rules of the game`` concerning
company restructuring.

In the Finnish case, there is clearly also
money at stake. The employees have a
significant financial interest, seeking
compensation to the tune of 20 months'
pay - no minor sum. The legal action will
form a significant precedent which also
has wider European importance. (Juha
Hietanen, Ministry of Labour)

FI0102177F (Related records: FI0002136F, BE9703202F)

16 February 2001
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Redundant employees sue Fujitsu
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In February 2000, negotiations

began on the MEDEF employers'

confederation's plan to overhaul

of the French industrial relations

system. We review progress after a

year of talks.

In November 1999, the Movement of
French Enterprises (MEDEF) issued a call
for the establishment of a ``new social
constitution`` to curtail ``burgeoning,
incessant and destabilising intervention
by the state``, and for a ``social-partner-
led overhaul of the industrial relations
system``. In February 2000, the five
representative trade union confedera-
tions - CFDT, CFE-CGC, CFTC, CGT and
CGT-FO - agreed to work with MEDEF
and the other employers' organisations
(CGPME and UPA) on drawing up a joint
framework for the ``overhaul`` of the
French industrial relations system
(EIRObserver 2/00 p.7). MEDEF's
proposal aimed to put an end to the
``current confusion over the division of
social partner and government
jurisdictions``. Despite MEDEF's initial
threat to pull out of all jointly-managed
social protection agencies at the end of
2000 if the negotiations did not lead to
agreement, the unions agreed to
participate in parallel talks on eight
jointly-defined issues.

After a year of negotiations, five issues
have been broached and the corre-
sponding working groups set up - see
table opposite. Agreements have been
reached on three issues: unemployment
insurance; health at the workplace; and
supplementary pensions. As the talks are
far behind schedule, MEDEF, which had
initially set 31 December 2000 as the
final date for pulling out of jointly-
managed agencies if no agreement was
reached, has extended this deadline
indefinitely.

Unemployment insurance

agreement

The first issue discussed by the social
partners was the UNEDIC unemployment
insurance scheme. Discussions centred
on a MEDEF draft agreement, which
broke with the previous rules governing
the system, in particular by introducing a
``back-to-work assistance plan``,
requiring all unemployment benefit
recipients to accept a personalised job-
seeking contract. CFDT, CFTC and the
three employers' associations reached an
agreement on this issue. As a trade-off,
the employers agreed to eliminate
reductions over time in unemployment
benefit payments. This draft was rejected
by CGT and CGT-FO. CFE-CGC, which
initially rejected the plan, later signed the
agreement. The accord's wording led to
a six-month stand-off with the govern-

ment. The signatories had to revise the
content several times before the deal
was finalised and the government gave
its assent in December 2000.

These negotiations demonstrated how
difficult it is for the social partners to
push through a new division of jurisdic-
tions with the government. The first
version of the UNEDIC agreement sought
to transfer decision-making powers from
the government to the social partners.
MEDEF, the strongest advocate of this
policy, inserted a specific clause which
rendered the agreement null and void if
the government withheld assent for the
agreement as a whole. Faced with the
intransigence of the Ministry of Labour,
which refused to endorse the agreement
without substantial amendments, the
signatories were essentially forced to
admit that they were powerless to
impose entirely independent industrial
relations regulation on the government.

Health at the workplace

agreement

The second agreement, concluded in
December 2000, deals with health at the
workplace, and gave rise to fewer
negotiating difficulties. Given the short-
age of industrial doctors, the agreement
alters their role by boosting their pre-
vention-oriented functions and by leav-
ing longer periods of time between
compulsory medical check-ups. The task
of defining ``high-risk illnesses`` that will
continue to be covered by the current
system of annual check-ups has been
referred to sector-level negotiations.
Once again, only the employers'
organisations and three unions (CFDT,
CFTC and CFE-CGC) signed this
agreement.

Supplementary pensions

agreement

The supplementary pensions agreement
proved the most problematic. From the
outset, the unions united to oppose
employers' demands for an increase in
the retirement age (currently 60) and in
the required contribution period. MEDEF
used the same pressure tactics that it
had used for the UNEDIC negotiations.
This culminated on 21 December 2000
in a ``take-it-or-leave-it`` proposal from
MEDEF, leading to a stand-off with the
five unions, which called a national day
of action in an attempt to force MEDEF
to abandon its project and return to the
talks under different conditions.

On 9 February, MEDEF finally changed
tactics and agreed to reopen talks with a
new approach. It withdrew its instruc-
tions to companies to withhold payment
of contributions to the ASF fund, which
finances the extra costs for supplemen-

tary pension schemes arising from re-
tirement at 60 (not all companies had
complied with this call). MEDEF then
tabled a new draft agreement, guaran-
teeing funding for supplementary pen-
sions until 31 December 2002. As a
trade-off, MEDEF called on the govern-
ment to overhaul the whole pensions
system by 31 December 2002. Given
MEDEF's hostility to any increase in
contribution levels, any such overhaul
will have to increase the compulsory
contribution period and the eligibility
age for a full pension. Once the overhaul
of the general pension fund had been
completed, the social partners would
convene negotiations on adapting the
various supplementary pensions
schemes. In the meantime, the general
supplementary scheme, ARRCO, and the
management and professional staff
supplementary scheme, AGIRC, would
be ``merged`` in order to ``streamline
operations``. These negotiations should
set streamlining targets by 31 March
2001 and develop procedures by 30
June 2001.

In the subsequent negotiations, MEDEF
again succeeded in driving a wedge
between the unions. CGT left the
bargaining table, lambasting MEDEF's
``manipulation`` of the unions. MEDEF
began separate talks with CFDT, CFE-
CGC and CFTC, and threatened
recalcitrant unions with the ``demise of
the parity principle`` (ie joint social
partner management of various bodies).
Finally, CFDT and CFTC agreed to sign
the agreement after a few amendments
were made. An explicit and forceful
demand to the government was
removed. This agreement requires the
government to ``stabilise`` contribution
levels for 10 years. The agreement does
not pre-empt the levying of additional
``connected contributions`` to balance
the budget of the various pension
schemes.

MEDEF, CFDT and CFTC signed the
agreement, while CGT-FO and CFE-CGC
could support only part of it, maintaining
that it was not the social partners' role to
dictate the criteria and timescale for
legislative reform to the government.
CGT rejected the agreement and called
on workers to ``block it``. MEDEF, which
sees its demands for parliament-led
reform of pensions as central to the
agreement, views any partial signature
as tantamount to rejection.

Collective bargaining

It is the issue of collective bargaining,
which MEDEF sees as the heart of the
``industrial relation overhaul``, where
least headway has been made. MEDEF
basically wants to topple the current
structure of labour standards based on
labour law and the ``favourability``
principle. Under this principle, sector-
level negotiations may only improve the
guarantees stipulated in the law, and
company-level negotiations may only
improve on guarantees provided for in

FRANCE

Negotiations on the overhaul of industrial
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sectoral agreements. Under MEDEF's
proposals, in the future, agreements
would have primacy over the law, which
would play only a subsidiary role.
Similarly, company agreements would
take precedence over sectoral
agreements, which would be applied
only in the absence of a company-level
agreement. This proposal is part of a
long-standing employers' policy of
placing more emphasis on negotiation at
company level.

On 18 December, MEDEF tabled a draft
agreement in the form of dossiers
summarising the organisation's previous
proposals on ``ways to develop collective
bargaining``. This proposal broke with
MEDEF's initial commitment to reach a
full-blown agreement on this issue with
the unions. It suggests only the
development of a ``common position`` as
a basis for negotiation with the
government.

The MEDEF project proposes dividing
industrial relations regulation jurisdiction
into three areas: exclusive government
responsibility (setting the basic legal
order for the labour law area); shared
social partner-government jurisdiction;
and exclusively social partner controlled
areas. MEDEF suggests an amendment
to the Constitution, proposing that the
Constitutional Council should define the
respective areas of law and collective
bargaining. The Court could therefore
guarantee the compliance of agree-
ments with the basic legal order. This
role is currently the responsibility of the
government and is monitored by the
courts. As for shared social partner-
government jurisdiction, legislation
would be introduced only as a last resort
in the absence of agreement. As a
parallel measure, each level of bargain-
ing would be independent. Provisions
negotiated at higher level would take
precedence at lower level only in the
absence of an agreement on the same
issue at the lower level. However, if the
situation were reversed, decentralised
agreements could take precedence if the
signatories deemed them ``better
adapted`` and ``generally at least as
positive`` as centralised agreements.

MEDEF advocates that a right to ne-
gotiate experimental worker representa-
tion structures in SMEs (which often

have no union representation) be devel-
oped. It suggests that sectors set the
conditions for bargaining in companies
with no trade union delegates. Negotia-
tions could be conducted with elected
employee representatives or, failing that,
union-appointed employees. An October
1995 intersectoral agreement allowed
this type of representation arrangement
(known as ``mandating``), but only if a
sectoral implementation agreement is
reached.

Finally, MEDEF advocates compulsory
consultation ``prior to any legislative
initiative in the area of industrial
relations``. The social partners would
evaluate the legislation's
``appropriateness`` and they could, if
they wished, deal with the issue through
bargaining, with any agreement possibly
being ratified by parliament. This
proposal draws on the EU-level social
partner consultation procedure.

Union reaction to bargaining

proposals

MEDEF's proposals did not break the
stalemate in the negotiations over the
bargaining system, since the unions do
not agree that the underdevelopment of
French bargaining is exclusively due to
the government's involvement in the
process. In the unions' view, the social
partners - and particularly the employers'
associations - must shoulder part of the
blame. Therefore, the unions are all
firmly committed to the current structure
of industrial relations norms and reject
utterly MEDEF's idea of independent,
level-specific bargaining and of involving
the Constitutional Court in defining the
jurisdictions of the social partners and
government.

Although the unions generally reject the
proposals outright, some found common
ground with MEDEF's plans on some
isolated issues. CFDT supports the
across-the-board implementation of the
mandating system in SMEs and the
articulation of legislation and bargaining
in line with the EU-level consultation
procedure. At a meeting on 7 February,
in an attempt to break the deadlock,
CFDT proposed referring to the original
October 1995 intersectoral agreement
on mandating as a basis for discussions.
The agreement was appraised by the

collective bargaining working group and
was initially evaluated negatively by
MEDEF because it had produced very
few sectoral implementation agree-
ments. However, MEDEF has since
agreed to re-evaluate the agreement, as
have both CGT and CGT-FO, which were
not signatories. This second appraisal
was scheduled for a meeting in March
2001.

Commentary

The three agreements signed during the
industrial relations overhaul negotiation
have been a relative success for the
architect of the talks, MEDEF. It suc-
ceeded in splitting the fragile trade
union pact three times and strengthened
what appears to be a budding alliance
with one of them, CFDT. In so doing,
MEDEF accomplished one of its goals - to
stabilise or cut employers' social security
contributions. Though interpretation of
the supplementary pensions agreement
remains controversial, MEDEF succeeded
in making stable or reduced security
contributions a prerequisite for the
overhaul of the entire pensions system.

However, it is less clear whether MEDEF
has reached its strategic objective of
defining the line between the jurisdic-
tions of the social partners and the
government, and of restricting the scope
of intervention of the latter. In the stand-
off over unemployment insurance, it was
the government which finally enforced
its prerogative powers in the public
interest. MEDEF now appears to have
admitted that sooner or later negotia-
tions with the government will have to
take place if an overhaul of the industrial
relations system is to take place. Yet, on
the supplementary pensions issue, ME-
DEF risked provoking industrial action on
an unexpected scale and a renewed pact
between non-signatory unions and the
government. As far as the reform of
collective bargaining is concerned, ne-
gotiators will now need unprecedented
skill to ensure that the overhaul of the
industrial relations system is anchored on
a solid social and legal foundation. (Udo
Rehfeldt and Catherine Vincent, IRES)

FR0102134F (Related records: FR9912122F, FR0006171F,

FR0010195F, FR0101114F, FR0101116N, FR0102132F,

FR0001134F, FR9807123F, FR9806113F)

16 February 2001

Progress in industrial relations overhaul negotiations, February 2001

Issue for negotiation Start of talks Progress as of February 2001

Unemployment insurance March 2000 UNEDIC agreement signed on 14 June 2000 by the employers' associations and the CFDT, CFTC and CFE-

CGC unions. Government assent on 6 December 2000.
Health at the workplace March 2000 Agreement signed on 19 December 2000 by the employers' associations and the CFDT, CFTC and CFE-CGC

unions.
Supplementary pensions March 2000 Agreement signed on 10 February 2001 by the employers' associations and the CFDT and CFTC unions.
Collective bargaining March 2000 Talks underway on proposals tabled by MEDEF on 18 December 2000.
Vocational training December 2000 -
Equality at work Yet to begin -
Managerial and professional staff Yet to begin -
Social security Yet to begin
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In December 2000, the German

Ministry of Labour presented the

first draft of a proposed reform of

the Works Constitution Act, aimed

at bringing works councils

legislation into line with modern

company and work organisation.

On 6 December 2000, the Federal
Ministry of Labour presented a first draft
of legislation to reform the Works
Constitution Act ( BetrVG) - the law
which determines the legal framework
for co-determination at the level of the
establishment in the private sector,
through works councils. Since the last
comprehensive revision of the BetrVG in
1972, it has remained almost unchanged
for nearly three decades, despite calls for
reform from left-of-centre political par-
ties and the trade unions. The new
coalition government of the Social De-
mocratic Party (SPD) and Alliance 90/The
Greens which came to power in October
1998 identified a reform of the 1972 Act
as one of its core projects for a
modernisation of German industrial re-
lations.

The key reform proposals are set out in
the box opposite.

Reasons for a new Works

Constitution Act

According to the Ministry of Labour's
background paper accompanying its
proposals, the government sees a great
need to reform the current Act because
of the fundamental changes which have
occurred in the economy and at the
workplace during the past decades.
Increased international competition has
led to permanent changes in companies'
organisational structures through various
forms of restructuring, including: an
increasing number of mergers and
acquisitions; a concentration on core
business activities and outsourcing of
peripheral activities; the splitting of
companies into various business units
and profit centres; and the introduction
of new forms of ``lean`` production and
administration.

There have also been fundamental
changes in some aspects of work
organisation - for example, through the
introduction of different forms of group
or team work, the establishment of
flexible working time arrangements and
the increased use of ``peripheral``
workers such as temporary agency
workers, subcontracted workers or
teleworkers.

The non-compatibility between the cur-
rent BetrVG and the changes in com-

pany and work organisation is seen as a
major reason for the declining coverage
of works councils in Germany. According
to 1998 research, the proportion of all
employees who work in an establish-
ment with a works council declined from
50.6% in 1981 to 39.5% in 1994. Works
councils (which must be established by
request in establishments with at least
five employees) are particularly rare in
small and medium-sized companies:
only 4% of establishments with five to
20 employees and 30% of establish-
ments with 21-100 employees had a
works council in 1999. On average, only
10.5% of establishments in the private
sector, employing 48% of all employees,
have a works council.

Social partners' reactions

German trade unions have long de-
manded a modernisation of the BetrVG
and have made various proposals in this
area. Consequently, they support the
government's initiative. The German
Federation of Trade Unions (DGB) as-
sesses the Ministry's draft as mainly
positive, supporting all proposals which
facilitate the creation of works councils,
improve their operating conditions and
extend their responsibilities to the areas
of safeguarding employment, qualifica-
tions, environmental protection and
fighting racism at the workplace. There
are, however, several provisions in the
new draft BetrVG which are seen as
insufficient. They have thus demanded
further improvements, including:

. a more streamlined election procedure
in companies with up to 100 employees
(and not only up to 50 employees, as
proposed in the Ministry's draft);

. the right to create a group works
council in companies which have their
headquarters abroad;

. the right to have partial release from
work for works councillors in companies
with under 200 employees;

. a full protection through the BetrVG
not only for temporary agency workers
(as proposed in the draft) but also for
contract workers and other groups of
peripheral employees; and

. better co-determination rights
regarding the content of work and staff
planning.

By contrast, employers' associations
sharply reject the whole draft as unac-
ceptable for German business, since ``it
has a totally one-sided orientation
towards works councillors' and trade
unions' interests``. The Confederation of
German Employers' Associations (BDA)

criticises the Ministry's draft for merely
creating new costs and bureaucracy and
thereby damaging the competitiveness
of German companies as well as
Germany's attractiveness as a location
for foreign investments. Specifically, BDA
rejects almost all the new provisions
proposed, such as:

. the increased numbers of works
councillors and of released works
councillors, seen as creating additional
costs which are unacceptable, in
particular in smaller companies;

. the facilitation of the election
procedure in companies with up to 50
employees, since this might make it
easier for small radical minorities to
create a works council;

. the obligation to create group works
councils;

. the binding appointment of female
works councillors in correspondence
with the female proportion of the whole
workforce; and

. the extension of co-determination
rights to the areas of safeguarding
employment, qualifications,
environmental protection and fighting
racism, since this might interfere with
the employer's autonomy to take
management decisions.

Instead, the employers' associations de-
mand a deregulation of the current
BetrVG which would accelerate the
communication process between man-
agement and works council in order
allow more rapid management deci-
sions. This would include more com-
pany-level flexibility and an increase in
the company-size threshold entitling
employees to form a works council.

Commentary

The system of works councils and co-
determination at establishment level laid
down in the Works Constitution Act is a
core element of German industrial rela-
tions. In the past it has frequently proved
that it is no major obstacle to excellent
economic performance. On the contrary,
it has often helped companies to create
social acceptance for changes in com-
pany or work organisation and, thereby,
has become an efficient instrument of
corporate governance. Besides this eco-
nomic argument for co-determination at
establishment level, there is also a
political argument that in modern so-
cieties the principle of democracy cannot
be excluded from companies.

In practice, the principle of co-determi-
nation at the workplace has been
accepted by the majority of both em-
ployers and employees. Therefore, the
resistance of employers' associations to a
new BetrVG seems somewhat surprising.
The current BetrVG has seen no major
changes since 1972 and it is obvious that
it needs adjustments in order to corre-
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spond with modern company organisa-
tion and working life. The Ministry's
draft has mainly proposed adjustments
rather than real extensions of co-deter-
mination rights. It aims to enable works
councillors to fulfil their tasks under
changed conditions. Where it extends
the explicit responsibility of works
councils to ``new`` areas such as
employment security or fighting
xenophobia, it has only picked up those
areas where there have already been
many joint initiatives between works
councillors and management in recent
years.

The employers' argument that the new
BetrVG would allow co-determination
on production and investment decisions
has little substance. On the contrary, the
Ministry's draft is already a compromise
between trade unions' and employers'
demands and it might be questionable
whether it is really sufficient for enabling
modern co-determination at establish-
ment level. One employers' argument
seem to be particularly misleading; that
the new BetrVG creates unacceptable
new costs. On the one hand, this is not
true because, although some elements
of the new BetrVG will lead to higher

costs, others - such as the more
streamlined election procedure - will
help to cut costs. On the other hand, the
Ministry of Labour has - in its justification
for the new BetrVG - rightly referred to
the political argument for co-determi-
nation which states that ``democracy is
not for free``. (Thorsten Schulten,
Institute for Economic and Social
Research (WSI))

DE0102242F (Related records: DE9808273F, DE9903288F,

DE9806267F, DE9901191F, DE9902293F, DE0008277F)

16 February 2001

1) Creation of modern and flexible

structures for works councils. The
reform aims to create a better corre-
spondence between modern company
organisation and the structure of em-
ployees' interest representation, to en-
sure that works councils can act at those
levels of the company where the real
decisions are taken. It thus seeks to
strengthen the role of the sectoral
collective bargaining parties, which
should be able to conclude collective
agreements on the creation of more
flexible and efficient employee repre-
sentation structures (such as joint works
councils for several establishments of a
single company, or works councils for
special product or business units). If
there are no collective agreements on
such new structures, they could be
introduced by works agreement at
establishment or company level. There
would also be new statutory provisions
in this area, such as an obligation to
establish a group works council and a
group-level economic committee in
groups of companies.
2) Facilitation of the creation and

election of works councils. In order to
reduce the ``representation gap``, in
particular in smaller companies, the
creation of works councils will be
facilitated by removing bureaucratic
obstacles in election rules. Reforms
include a more streamlined and cheaper
election procedure in companies with
under 50 employees and replacing
separate elections for blue- and white-
collar workers with joint elections.

3) Improvement and modernisation of

the operation of works councils. As a
result of fundamental changes in the
economy and at the workplace, and
decentralisation of bargaining on pay
and working time policy, the demands
on works councillors have changed
drastically, requiring an increasingly
professional representation of employ-
ees' interests. The new BetrVG thus
aims to improve and modernise the
operating conditions for works councils
by, for example: increasing the number
of works councillors and the number of
works councillors who may be released

from work to carry out their works
council duties; allowing for the release
of works councillors in smaller estab-
lishments; providing new rights to use
modern information and communica-
tion technologies; improving access to
internal and external experts; and im-
proving the possibilities of creating
topic-related working groups or dele-
gating certain participation rights to
particular groups of employees.
4) Integration of new groups of

employees. There have been far-reach-
ing changes in the composition of the
labour force, with fewer ``core`` full-
time workers with permanent
employment contracts and more
``peripheral`` workers such as part-time
workers with fixed-term contracts or
temporary agency workers. Teleworking
possibilities have also increased. The
new Act seeks to give full protection to
these peripheral workers and enable
then to exercise full co-determination
rights, with voting rights for temporary
agency workers.

5) Strengthening of individual em-

ployees' participation. Since modern
work organisation is seen as requiring
more independent and responsible em-
ployees, the new BetrVG seeks to
strengthen direct participation rights.
Groups of individual employees should
have the opportunity to take over
certain co-determination rights from the
works council, while there should be
better communication between works
councils and employees.
6) Promotion of women. A major aim
is to increase the number of female
works councillors (only 27% of all work
councillors and 19% of works council
chairs are women). In future, the
proportion of female members of the
works council must correspond with the
proportion of female employees in the
establishment. Moreover, the issues of
equal opportunity and combining work
and family life should be more promi-
nent within the work of works councils.
7) Strengthening representation for

young employees and trainees. Only
one establishment in two has a special
representative body for young workers

and trainees. The new BetrVG aims to
increase the efficiency and attractive-
ness of these bodies by, for example,
making it possible to create them at
various levels of a company and facil-
itating elections in smaller companies.
8) Safeguarding employment and

qualifications. In recent years, employ-
ment security has been one of the most
prominent topics for works councils in
Germany. Against this background, the
new BetrVG explicitly defines the issue
of employment security as a major task
for works councils. They obtain the right
to take initiatives for the promotion and
safeguarding of employment, such as
the introduction of flexible working time
arrangements, the limitation of overtime
and the promotion of part-time work
and early retirement. Employers will be
obliged to examine carefully the works
council's proposals in order to develop
joint initiatives for more employment.
Furthermore, the participation rights of
works councils will be improved in areas
such as converting fixed-term to per-
manent contracts, training, and new
forms of work organisation.
9) Environmental protection. In recent
years, the issue of environmental pro-
tection within the establishment has
gained increasing importance. The new
BetrVG will make this an explicit task of
the works council and increase the
council's involvement and information
rights in this area.
10) Fighting racism and xenophobia.
Racism and xenophobia are major social
problems in Germany today. The new
BetrVG therefore seeks to strengthen
the role of the works council in fighting
racism at the workplace and in helping
to integrate foreign workers. Employers
will be obliged regularly to inform the
works council and workforce on the
situation of foreign workers in the
establishment. Employers and works
councils should jointly develop measures
against xenophobia and enshrine them
in works agreements. The works council
will also have the right to veto the
employment of people with racist atti-
tudes and to demand the dismissal of
employees involved in racist activities at
the workplace.

The proposed new Act
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In its recommendations for the

Dutch 2001 bargaining round, the

bipartite Labour Foundation has

called for wage moderation, plus

measures to improve training and

employability and modernise

remuneration policy. However,

bargaining is likely to be turbulent.

In December 2000, the bipartite Labour
Foundation (STAR) issued its recommen-
dations to the lower-level social partners
for the 2001 collective bargaining round.
Sustained wage moderation is the cen-
tral theme, with the Foundation viewing
rapidly rising wages as raising the risk of
eroding profits, competitiveness and job
opportunities. Increasing labour
shortages are seen as the primary threat
to moderation, and the STAR therefore
appeals to the bargaining parties to
combine wage moderation and invest-
ment in training and employability. It
also promotes improving the work-life
balance and further modernising remu-
neration policy. As the 2001 bargaining
round got underway at sector and
company level in January, it became
clear that putting the STAR's recom-
mendations into practice was to be
problematic.

Employers seek cuts in sick pay

Some employers affiliated to the VNO-
NCW confederation are pushing for
reductions in wage costs, taking a
different approach to that agreed by the
VNO-NCW representatives on the STAR.
A view long shared by some within VNO-
NCW's ranks is that employees who
cannot work due to sickness should
receive reduced pay, and current labour
shortages are supporting this demand.
Proponents believe that sick pay cuts will
provide employees with sufficient finan-
cial motivation to return to work, or find
suitable employment, quickly. They wish
to repeal collective agreements which
supplement sickness benefits, bringing
them up to 100% of normal pay. Some
employers wish to reward employees if
they are not absent due to sickness for a
whole year.

VNO-NCW interprets the STAR's central
recommendations on investing in train-
ing and employability as meaning that,
depending on the nature of the training,
employees should undertake it in their
own time. Employers argue that training
during working hours significantly re-
duces productivity, and should therefore
be assessed very critically.

The Dutch Trade Union Federation (FNV)
expressed outrage at these proposals
and anticipates tough bargaining. If
room for negotiation on training and
sick pay vanishes, this may serve only to
push up wages further.

FNV demands

At the start of 2001's bargaining, FNV
envisaged a 4% wage increase, almost
entirely to keep pace with inflation. This
moderate wage demand was not wel-
comed by all FNV's affiliates. For exam-
ple, the construction workers' union,
FNV Bouw - usually the first to conclude
a collective agreement - is demanding a
6% pay increase. Similarly, the FNV
unions at the Akzo-Nobel chemicals
group and in the healthcare sector are
seeking a 6% increase.

FNV's support for a 4% wage increase
depends on pay moderation being
accompanied by qualitative improve-
ments in training, flexible working hours
and remuneration policy. For example,
the STAR agreed that an individual
training budget will be made available
for each employee. This reflects both
employers' emphasis on employability,
and a recognition by FNV of the
necessity for ongoing training in today's
economic climate. The government at-
taches great value to this point. The
STAR emphasises that it is of prime
importance to ensure that today's em-
ployees are equipped to cope with the
demands of tomorrow's ``knowledge
economy``, especially given the ageing
population.

Flexible working hours will also help to
keep the present workforce employed in
the future, states FNV. The STAR agreed
that employees will be free to determine
whether they take, accumulate or ex-
change for cash so-called non-statutory
holiday days, extra days off etc. FNV
believes that participation in time issues
is a key factor in employee satisfaction. It
has also become clear that employees
who combine work and family care
duties are far less prone to stress if there
is some leeway in when they start and
finish work each day. The government,
too, sees advantages to greater working
time flexibility and has drafted legislation
to enable saving up time off for longer
leave periods. In their STAR recommen-
dations on the 2001 bargaining round,
the social partners also indicate that they
intend to devote considerable attention
to long-term care leave and paid par-
ental leave, for which the government
has laid much of the groundwork.

Modernisation of remuneration

policy

The STAR's recommendations on mod-
ernising remuneration policy start from
the belief that the payment system
should be more closely linked to the
nature of the job, with experience and
skill level replacing age as a criterion.

Furthermore, it should be possible to
reflect individual employee performance
as well as that of the company in
remuneration, in both a positive and a
negative sense. To this end, the STAR
suggests profit-sharing schemes, year-
end and one-off bonuses and share-
option schemes. Objectivity and trans-
parency must, however, be upheld.

Although FNV concurs with these re-
commendations, a recent survey con-
ducted by the Market Research
Association among 900 employees and
1,000 employers indicates that employ-
ees are unenthusiastic about flexible
forms of payment. Most say that, if given
the choice, a fixed ``13th-month`` pay
cheque would be the favoured option.
Furthermore, most employers are not
keen on providing shares and share
options to all employees, while they are
positive about employee training. By
contrast, employees are unhappy with
the prospect of exchanging pay for
training, with only one third in favour.

The STAR agreed its various recommen-
dations following concessions by the
government. The government is parti-
cularly fearful of spiralling wage costs
that would fan already-rising inflation
(2.5% in 2000). The Prime Minister,
along with several other ministers, be-
lieves that a 4% wage demand is too
high, perhaps even irresponsible. In
consultations during autumn 2000, the
cabinet urged the social partners to
reach agreements on training, saving up
time off and profit-sharing schemes. To
promote such agreement, the cabinet
earmarked an additional NLG 350 million
(EUR 160 million) for vocational training
and also intends to make agreements on
time savings schemes in exchange for
wage moderation more attractive by
increasing the tax allowance for such
schemes.

Commentary

Once again, FNV finds itself torn be-
tween conflicting interests. Employers'
organisations have made proposals that
potentially jeopardise the agreements
reached within the STAR. On the other
hand, while FNV's affiliated unions may
indeed support the aims of central
agreements in the Foundation on train-
ing and employee participation, practice
shows that such agreements have little
effect on the shopfloor. By contrast,
agreements on increased wages have
immediate results for employees. The
findings of the survey mentioned above
underpin this assessment further. This,
however, does not detract from the fact
that the social partners in the Nether-
lands carry responsibilities that transcend
their own direct interests. Investing in
the social capital represented by em-
ployees is one of their responsibilities,
but the results will only be visible over
time. (Marianne GruÈ nell, HSI)

NL0101123F (Related records: NL0012115N, NL9907154N)

26 January 2001

NETHERLANDS

2001 bargaining round likely to be difficult
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February 2001 saw the conclusion

by the Portuguese social partners

and government of an

intersectoral agreement on

employment, the labour market,

education and training. The deal -

the latest outcome of the

country's tripartite social dialogue

- seeks to overcome weaknesses in

education and vocational training,

encourage high-quality

employment and introduce active

and integrated policies to combat

unemployment, as well as to

promote equal opportunities.

In February 2001, the social partners
signed an intersectoral agreement on
``employment, the labour market,
education and training``, under the aegis
of the Economic and Social Council
(CES). It seeks to bring about major
changes in the structure of the
Portuguese labour market, especially
with regard to the training of employees
and helping young people to gain
qualifications.

In 1991, under the auspices of the CES's
Standing Commission for Social Concer-
tation (CPCS), the government and social
partners entered into an agreement on
training policy, which never underwent
further development. However, a decade
later, and after 10 months of negotia-
tions by working groups established by
the CPCS - which included representa-
tives of the government, trade unions
and employers' associations - a new
agreement was finally reached. The deal
was signed by the government and all of
the social partner organisations - the
Confederation of Portuguese Industry
(CIP), the Portuguese Trade and Services
Confederation (CCP) the Portuguese
Farmers' Confederation (CAP), the Gen-
eral Portuguese Workers' Confederation
(CGTP) and the General Workers' Union
(UGT). CGTP had not signed the 1996-9
Strategic Concertation Pact, nor various
wage policy agreements, but it has
signed the new accord.

Priorities and objectives

The Portuguese labour market is still
suffering from a series of structural
weaknesses that reduce the country's
competitiveness and the quality and
sustainability of employment. According
to the new agreement, the priorities for
modernising the employment system
are:

. overcoming weaknesses in education
and vocational qualifications;

. encouraging high-quality employ-
ment; and

. introducing active and integrated
employment, training and labour policies
to combat unemployment.

The strategic objectives of the agree-
ment are to:

. boost the role of vocational training;

. fight the trend towards young people
joining the labour market too early (child
labour) and towards workers leaving
active life prematurely;

. improve pre-school education, school
education and the initial training of
young people;

. consolidate adult training and
education;

. develop the National Certification
System in the short term, and to
consolidate it;

. promote rational employment and
training policy measures, in order to
coordinate existing measures within
programmes;

. assess and monitor changes in practices
affecting employment quality; and

. encourage greater participation at all
levels of social life and to provide general
access to education and vocational
training.

To achieve these objectives, the accord
provides for measures to:

. promote quality training, accreditation
and the certification of skills;

. develop the training and vocational
qualification levels of the active labour
force and improve companies'
competitiveness;

. boost initial training and the transition
to working life; and

. raise employment and job quality
levels.

Main measures

In concrete terms, the main measures of
the new agreement include the follow-
ing:

. young workers aged between 16 and
18 will receive mandatory training,
occupying at least 40% of their working
day;

. employers undertake to make available
this 40% of the working day for training,
while the Institute for Employment and
Vocational Training (Instituto de
Emprego e FormacË aÄ o Profissional, IEFP)
will bear companies' costs incurred in
the continuing training of young
workers;

. all Portuguese workers will be entitled
to at least 20 hours training per year
from 2003, rising to 35 per year from
2006;

. training will concentrate on the social
groups with the greatest training needs,
in particular women;

. people will receive guidance as they
move from school into working life;

. a National Training Council (Conselho
Nacional da FormacË aÄ o) will be
established to oversee issues linked to
training and the transition to working
life;

. mandatory schooling will last until the
12th grade rather than the ninth grade -
UGT and CIP would like this measure to
enter into force in 2004;

. to prepare young people for the labour
market, a vocational 10th grade will be
introduced from the forthcoming
academic year, for pupils under 18 who
wish to join the labour market and who
have only 9th grade education; and

. measures will be introduced to fight
gender-based discrimination at work and
in pay, and to help women to enter
working life, especially young and long-
term unemployed women.

Commentary

The new pact's main aim is to promote
training and educational qualifications,
improve organisational efficiency,
strengthen the social partners' role in
this field and provide the foundations to
enable existing structures to operate
more effectively.

The development of tripartite social
dialogue in Portugal has experienced
advances and setbacks. The dialogue
began in the 1980s with a stage during
which the content of agreements (in
1987 and 1988) was limited to recom-
mendations on incomes and pricing
policy. It then moved on to a higher level
in 1990, with a link created between
wages, employment, vocational training,
social security and protection, labour
legislation and tax policy. The results of
these agreements were limited. An
important landmark was the 1996 Stra-
tegic Concertation Pact. This agreement,
the first to be medium-term in scope
(1996-9), set out a concerted strategy
for employment and competitiveness,
drawn up with a view to Portugal's
integration into EU Economic and
Monetary Union. The new agreement is
limited to employment and training, but
the social partners signed at the same
time a second agreement aimed at
improving working conditions and
health and safety, If these agreements
are effectively complied with, this will
lead to institutional changes and will
help to strengthen social dialogue. The
new agreements provide the social
partners with a greater say in situations
where this was not previously the case.
(Ana Almeida and Maria Luisa Cristovam,
UAL)

PT0102242F (Related records: PT0001179F, PT9808190F,
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Pact on employment, labour market,
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In December 2000, Spain's main

employers' organisations and

trade unions signed the third

National Agreement on

Continuing Training (ANFC). Like

its predecessors, the agreement

provides for the extensive

involvement of the social partners

in managing all levels of the

continuing training system. An

innovation is the creation of a new

tripartite foundation to administer

the system.

On 19 December 2000, the third Na-
tional Agreement on Continuing Train-
ing (Acuerdo Nacional de FormacioÂ n
Continua, ANFC) was signed by the
employers' organisations - the Spanish
Confederation of Employers' Organiza-
tions (CEOE) and the Spanish Confed-
eration of Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (CEPYME) - and the trade
unions - the Trade Union Confederation
of Workers' Commissions (CC.OO), the
General Workers' Confederation (UGT)
and the Galician Trade Union Confed-
eration (CIG). It will be in force for the
period 2001-4.

Background

The conclusion of the third agreement
(the second ran from 1997 to 2000)
marks the renewal of an institutional
framework of vocational training for
employed people which was set up by
the first agreement in 1992. Since then
the social partners have jointly managed
and negotiated public funds devoted to
training employees in Spanish compa-
nies. Half of these funds come from the
vocational training contributions of em-
ployers and employees, with the re-
mainder provided by the European Social
Fund, which co-finances this type of
initiative in Spain, and the direct con-
tributions of the state budget through
the National Employment Institute (In-
stituto Nacional de Empleo, INEM) .

The development of the previous agree-
ments, from 1993 to 2000, led to the
extension and consolidation of continu-
ing training in Spain (in 1999 more than
1,400,000 workers received training),
particularly in small and medium-sized
enterprises. In this process, a major role
has been played by the bipartite Foun-
dation for Continuing Training (Funda-
cioÂ n para la FormacioÂ n Continua,
FORCEM), made up of the employers'
organisations and trade unions that
signed the agreements, as an instrument
for managing training initiatives and
complementary actions. This foundation

has also enriched the social dialogue at
the sectoral and company level.

Based on these experiences, the Spanish
social partners have consolidated a
continuing training model based on
social dialogue and joint management,
under which the system is developed by
integrating the competences of the state
administration with the action of the
social partners.

The new agreement

Within this framework, the third Na-
tional Agreement on Continuing Train-
ing is firmly based on collective
bargaining. The joint bodies created by
the agreement involve the participation
of the social partners at the national,
sectoral and regional levels.

The third ANFC continues to develop a
wide vision of continuing vocational
training for the employed population as
a factor in social cohesion and an
instrument for reinforcing the competi-
tiveness of companies and future em-
ployment, in line with the
recommendations of the European Un-
ion and the International Labour Orga-
nisation Conventions signed by Spain.

This vision is that ``continuing training
should have a function of permanent
adaptation and improvement of skills
and qualifications to favour both the
competitiveness situation of companies
and employment, a function of social
and personal promotion and of
development of workers' employability.``

The new agreement also maintains the
system of different levels of training
initiatives:

. company plans for companies with
over 99 employees;

. group plans, which are sectoral and do
not depend on the number of workers in
particular companies;

. multi-sector plans initiated by
employers' organisations or trade unions
at the appropriate level; and

. individual training leave.

In the same way, the agreement pro-
vides for a new form of training
initiatives for companies in the ``social
economy``.

The management and operational fol-
low-up of the new agreement will be
conducted through joint structures simi-
lar to those used for the previous
accords, as follows:

. a Mixed State Commission for
Continuing Training (ComisioÂ n Mixta
Estatal de FormacioÂ n Continua) will be
set up, with the role of determining
priorities between different training
initiatives;

. joint sectoral training commissions will
be set up in the various sectors, linked
with collective bargaining, and will
develop orientations for training
initiatives; and

. joint regional training commissions will
be set up in the regions (autonomous
communities), bringing together the
most representative trade unions and
employers' organisations in their area,
with functions similar to the sectoral
commissions.

The most important feature of this third
ANFC is that through a tripartite agree-
ment (between employers, trade unions
and the labour administration) signed at
the same time, the government will play
a direct part in the administration and
management of the continuing training
system. To this end, the bipartite FOR-
CEM has been replaced by a Tripartite
Foundation for Training in Employment
(FundacioÂ n Tripartita para la FormacioÂ n
en el Empleo), in order to support and
simplify the financial and administrative
management of training initiatives.

Commentary

The renewal of the national continuing
training agreements marks a new step
towards improving the occupational
skills of the employed population, after a
period of great quantitative extension of
training in companies that was greatly
facilitated by the previous agreements.

The aim is now to maintain and even to
raise the level of training, and to meet
new challenges such as: dealing with the
quality and suitability of training in
relation to the needs of companies and
workers; improving access to continuing
training for workers with limited basic
training and low employability; and
establishing the conditions for accredit-
ing the acquisition of vocational qualifi-
cations by workers who receive training
in the continuing training subsystem, in
line with the current 1998-2002 National
Vocational Training Programme. (Juan
Blanco, CIREM Foundation)

ES0101130F (Related records: ES9702101F, ES9907133F,
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In February 2001, new three-year

pay agreements were concluded

in Sweden's pattern-setting

engineering industry. Blue-collar

workers will receive a pay increase

of 7% and white-collar workers

and graduates a rise of 5.5%

(though with greater scope for

subsequent local bargaining).

A new collective agreement for the
engineering industry was signed by
Swedish Engineering Industries (VI) on
the employers' side and the Metalwor-
kers' Trade Union (Metall) on 8 February
2001. The deal is valid for 38 months
from 1 February 2001. The engineering
industry deal is the main pattern-setting
settlement for Swedish bargaining. In
parallel, VI signed a very similar agree-
ment with the unions representing
white-collar workers and university
graduates in the engineering industry,
the Swedish Union of Technical and
Clerical Employees in Industry (SIF) and
the Association of Graduate Engineers
(CF).

The new VI-Metall blue-collar agree-
ment, covering some 220,000 workers,
provides for pay rises of 7% over 38
months, plus working time cuts worth
an additional 1.5%. ``Before the
bargaining round started our goals were
to ensure increases in real wages, shorter
working time and better conditions for
skill developments and work
environment. All these issues are
represented in the new agreement,`` said
GoÈ ran Johnsson, the chair of Metall,
after the accord was signed.

Main provisions

The VI-Metall agreement lays down rises
in pay of 2.3% from 1 February 2001,
2.0% from 1 February 2002 and 1.7%
from 1 March 2003, with the details to
be negotiated at company level. In
addition, pay will be revised through a
so-called ``wage spread guarantee`` of
1% over the whole agreement period.
Workers are guaranteed a minimum SEK
700 (EUR 77) monthly pay increase over
the whole period: the lowest-paid
workers will thus receive a pay increase
of 9.5% over the 38 months.

Working time is reduced for day-time
workers by 30 minutes per week and for
workers in two-shift systems by 36
minutes per week. This means that
annual working hours will have been cut
by about 66 hours over the period from
1995 to 2004. Weekly working time will
be 38.6 hours for daytime workers and

36.8 hours for workers in two-shift
systems. The ``time-banks`` established
by earlier agreements will be used to
save up these working time cuts and
overtime hours, which may be taken as
paid leave or, if the individual worker so
wishes, as an additional pension
contribution. Overall, the working time
reductions will add 1.5% to pay costs.

Minimum annual holiday pay will be
increased by 13%, or SEK 35 (EUR 3.7)
per year. Furthermore, blue-collar work-
ers are now for the first time guaranteed
a right to take an annual holiday without
having worked a sufficient time during
the year to have gained the required
days of leave entitlement for this holiday
- a right that white-collar workers in
engineering have had for a long time.
This is especially favourable for new
recruits who normally do not have
sufficient service to qualify for a full
annual holiday.

Current collective agreements on the
work environment and company
healthcare will be strengthened in terms
of the quality of company healthcare
services. A working group containing
representatives from all three unions and
VI will examine work environment pro-
blems in the sector. The current agree-
ment on skill development will also be
given more impact. Skill development
must be considered for workers in an
unfavourable wage situation, while the
right to negotiate skill development
issues will be stronger. Furthermore,
individual workers will be entitled to a
skill development plan on demand.

There is one issue with clear gender
relevance in the agreement. Male work-
ers will receive an additional 10% pay
supplement on top of normal parental
leave benefit, if they take parental leave
in certain situations. This right has
hitherto applied only to female workers.
This section in the new agreement is also
valid for engineering industry workers
represented by other unions.

White-collar and graduate

agreement

For the 100,000 or so SIF members and
30,000 CF members in the engineering
industry, the new agreement contains a
pay rise of 5.5% over 38 months - 2.1%
on 1 February 2001, 1.8% on 1 February
2002 and 1.6% on 1 March 2003. Pay
revisions should occur on the same
dates. Annual working time will be cut
by one day per year over three years, as
for blue-collar workers. The cost of the

new agreements for employers will be
about the same for all groups, as
university graduates and white-collar
workers, although fewer in number,
have higher salaries to start and greater
possibilities to receive an extra pay rise in
local negotiations.

Negotiating process

The agreement was reached following
mediation, in line with the 1997 co-
operation agreement on bargaining
procedures in industry. A major problem
had been the employers' wish to have
the right unilaterally to decide the
flexible distribution of working time over
the year (within the legal framework).
This was eventually modified to a right
for employers to have a free hand in the
allocation of a six-week period of work-
ing time per year. SIF would not accept
this compromise, and furthermore it
wanted local negotiations over the
distributions of the guaranteed monthly
pay rise of SEK 700.

The new collective agreements were
finally signed in February, after SIF's
concerns were met. The white-collar
union obtained a right for its members
to negotiate at local level over the
distribution and timing of the SEK 700
guaranteed pay rise. It also accepted the
right for employers to allocate six weeks
of working time year, following the
introduction of a new formulation about
the possibilities for the local parties to
impose limitations on this rule.

Commentary

The long-running (three years plus)
agreements constitute a competitive
advantage for Swedish engineering
companies, compared with those EU
countries with, for example, one-year
collective agreements. The agreed an-
nual pay rise in engineering - as well as
those earlier agreed upon in the chemi-
cals and paper industries - is about 2.5%,
excluding the working time cut. In the
local negotiations at company level,
workers are likely to receive 0.3% to
0.5% extra. If these calculations hold
true, it is possible that Sweden can
maintain reasonable pay growth over
2001-4, compared with other EU coun-
tries. This assumes that all the other
sectors that are now negotiating, or will
do so later on in the spring, follow the
same modest pattern as industry. That
has been the case several times before,
as in the previous bargaining round over
three-year agreements in spring 1998.
(Annika Berg, Arbetslivsinstitutet)
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In recent years, the European Union
institutions have shown an increasing
interest in promoting the participation of
people with disabilities in all aspects of
life. In 1996, the European Commission
adopted a new strategy for people with
disabilities, stressing the need for a new
approach which focuses on the removal
of the various barriers preventing them
from achieving full citizenship. Within
this framework, government coopera-
tion with non-governmental organisa-
tions (NGOs) in the area of disability
should be enhanced, along with coop-
eration between NGOs and social part-
ners. Within this strategy to increase the
participation of people with disabilities in
all aspects of life, the promotion of their
employment has been covered in a
variety of documents and initiatives,
including the annual Employment
Guidelines.

Involving the social partners as key
players in the efforts to integrate dis-
abled people in the labour market is one
of the main thrusts of the EU's disability
strategy. It was against this background
that the EU-level social partners - the
Union of Industrial and Employers' Con-
federations of Europe (UNICE)/European
Association of Craft and Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises (UEAPME), the
European Centre of Enterprises with
Public Participation and of Enterprises of
General Economic Interest (CEEP) and
the European Trade Union Confedera-
tion (ETUC) - adopted a joint declaration
on the employment of people with
disabilities in 1999 (see box on p.vii).

A key aspect in promoting the partici-
pation of disabled people in employment
is addressing discrimination against
them, and this was the one of the issues
addressed by the framework anti-discri-
mination Directive adopted by the EU
Council of Ministers in November 2000
(see box on p.ii). Furthermore, the EU
Charter of fundamental rights, pro-
claimed in December 2000, prohibits
discrimination on grounds of disability
and ``recognises and respects the right
of persons with disabilities to benefit
from measures designed to ensure their
independence, social and occupational
integration and participation in the life
of the community.``

Given this increasing interest and activity
in improving the employment situation
of people with disabilities, the aim of this
comparative supplement, based on re-
ports from the EIRO national centres, is
to: give an overview of existing national
provisions on the employment of people

with disabilities; and assess social part-
ners' attitudes to statutory provisions
and the 1999 EU-level joint declaration,
as well as their role in contributing to the
occupational integration of people with
disabilities, including through collective
bargaining. The supplement is an edited
version of a full comparative study
available on the EIROnline database
(which includes more detail in many
areas).

Employment situation

Eurostat estimates the proportion of the
population defined as disabled at around
12% in most EU Member States - though
somewhat higher in Spain (15%) and
lower in France, Greece and Portugal
(10%). However, there are no genuinely
reliable European-level statistics and
comparison is complicated by factors
such as differing national definitions.
Despite this absence, there is consensus
that throughout the EU disabled people
have a low level of participation in the
labour market - with data suggesting
that their employment rate is 20% to
30% below that of non-disabled people.
The employment rate of people with
disabilities tends to be higher in Member
States where the overall level of em-
ployment is high. In general, the pro-
portion of people with disabilities in
relation to the total number of employed
people is very low (eg, under 4% in
Finland, Germany and the Netherlands).

The employment rate of people with
disabilities may also vary within the same
country, according to differences in age,
sex and type of disability. Certain age
groups are particularly affected by dis-
ability, and the employment rate of
those people with disabilities aged 50-64
is considerably lower than in younger
age groups. The employment rate is
slightly higher for disabled men than for
disabled women. The type of disability
similarly affects the employment partici-
pation rate among disabled people - eg
in Sweden and Portugal, the employ-
ment rate of people with sensory
disabilities is higher than for people with
other types of disability. However, the
participation rate by type of disability
may vary across countries.

Many employees with disabilities have a
poor education, and disabled people are
more often employed in low-skilled and
low-paid jobs than their non-disabled
peers. Besides differences in they type of
job which they do, disabled people tend
to be employed in particular sectors of
economic activity (eg services, agricul-
ture and construction).

People with disabilities have an unem-
ployment rate significantly higher than
that of their non-disabled peers and,
when unemployed, are generally at
greater risk of remaining so for a long
time. The unemployment rate of people
with disabilities may also vary, as with
the employment rate, according to age,
sex, education and type of disability.

Statutory measures

Almost all EU Member States, plus
Norway, have legislation concerning
discrimination on the grounds of dis-
ability and/or specific laws regulating
various aspects of the employment of
people with disabilities - see table 1.

Discrimination at work on the grounds
of disability is explicitly prohibited by the
constitutions of Finland, Greece, Italy,
Portugal and Spain. Laws forbid such
discrimination in some countries, either
as part of general anti-discrimination
legislation, as in Denmark and Ireland, or
through specific legislation, as in France,
Spain, Sweden and the UK (such legis-
lation is under consideration in the
Netherlands and Norway).

Most countries have introduced specific
laws related to the occupational inte-
gration of disabled people, most notably
addressing employment quotas, protec-
tion against dismissal and, to a lesser
extent, regulation of pay.

A compulsory placement system (quota)
for the recruitment of disabled people in
the private and/or public sector is
enforced through legislation in Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Greece, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Spain.
This system varies according to various
criteria, such as the level of the quota,
and the size of company and/or the
sector of employment. In countries such
as Austria, France, Germany, Luxem-
bourg and Spain, a levy is imposed on
employers which do not meet the quota.
Moreover in Austria, Germany and
Luxembourg, employers may be fined if
they violate their duty to employ persons
with disabilities. In Austria and Luxem-
bourg, there are incentives for employers
to recruit or train disabled people. Tax
exemptions and other financial incen-
tives for recruiting disabled people also
exist in some other countries, but are not
enforceable by law, while Ireland and
Portugal have non-statutory quota sys-
tems for the employment of disabled
people (see below).

Special rules on protection against dis-
missal for people with disabilities are laid
down in law in Austria, France, Ger-
many, Spain, Sweden and the UK. The
pay of employees with disabilities is not,
in general, a subject for legislation,
except in Austria, Denmark, Germany,
Ireland, Luxembourg and Spain, where
the main provisions in this area relate to
wage subsidies.

C O M P A R A T I V E S U P P L E M E N T
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In addition to the above statutory
measures, some countries have intro-
duced various provisions related to
workplace adaptation, training and
other subsidies, as well as in-kind sup-
port for people with disabilities. These
are regulated by law in only a few
countries. However, in countries such as
Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg, Spain,
Sweden and the UK, such measures are
included in legislation.

Germany's Severely Disabled Persons Act
is a notable example of legislation
regulating the recruitment and working
conditions of people with disabilities and
laying down additional measures to
promote their employment - see box on
p.iv.

Other labour market interventions

Apart from specific laws regulating the
employment of people with disabilities,
most countries have developed various
measures to enhance their employment
prospects, as follows:

. recruitment. Ireland and Portugal have
non-statutory employment quotas for
the employment of people with
disabilities in the public sector. Some
countries provide further financial
incentives for the recruitment of people
with disabilities, besides those regulated
by law, including Belgium, France,
Greece, Norway, Sweden, the UK;

. other subsidies and services. Some
countries have introduced financial

support measures for workplace
adaptation and transportation, and
other subsidies and aids for disabled
employees and or their employers.
Examples include Belgium, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and
the UK. In Germany, Portugal, Spain and
Sweden, workplace adaptation and
similar issues are governed by laws ;

. training. In Austria, Greece and
Luxembourg, national employment
services provide training for people with
disabilities, while in Belgium and Italy the
regions play a role in this area. In
countries such as Germany, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Portugal and the UK,
various laws oblige the state and/or
employers to provide training for people
with disabilities; and

. sheltered employment. Some
countries have special employment
schemes for disabled people, including
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain and Sweden.

Other government initiatives

Commissions and other special agencies
responsible for the planning and imple-
mentation of policies aimed at the
elimination of discrimination against
people with disabilities have been es-
tablished by government in a number of
countries, as have various initiatives to
promote the employment of disabled

people. Examples of disability agencies
and programmes include the following.

. In France, two special agencies
promote the occupational integration,
placement and job retention of people
with disabilities - the Redeployment
Planning and Support Groups (EPSR) and
Occupational Integration and Placement
Agencies (OIP). Technical Occupational
Counselling and Redeployment
Commissions (COTOREP) develop and
run other employment and placement
agencies. Over 1999-2001, the National
Employment Agency's ``job-start
scheme`` provides support for the
placement of 180,000 disabled job-
seekers. In 1998, the government and
the social partner-run Disabled Persons'
Occupational Integration Fund (AGEFIPH)
signed a five-year agreement (1999-
2003), which targets long-term and
young job-seekers with disabilities.

. In Germany, the Federal Labour Office
launched a new ``occupational
integration of severely disabled persons``
scheme in 2000 (with social partner
support) to reduce the number of
unemployed people with disabilities.
Employers receive technical and financial
support for employing people with
disabilities, with the aim of creating
50,000 new jobs. ``Integration services``
will support employment offices in
providing various schemes including
technical support to employers and
training courses for disabled people.

. In Ireland, the government launched a
National Supported Employment

C O M P A R A T I V E S U P P L E M E N T

The Amsterdam Treaty introduced a
new article into the EC Treaty (Article
13), which gives the Community powers
to act to combat discrimination on a
number of grounds, including disability.
On this basis, in November 1999 the
Commission proposed a Directive es-
tablishing a general framework for
equal treatment in employment and
occupation on grounds including dis-
ability. The Directive (2000/78/EC) was
adopted on 27 November 2000. It
prohibits direct or indirect discrimination
on grounds including disability. Indirect
discrimination is defined as occurring
where an apparently neutral provision,
criterion or practice would put persons

having a particular disability at a parti-
cular disadvantage compared with other
persons, unless: this is objectively justi-
fied by a legitimate aim and the means
of achieving that aim are appropriate
and necessary; or employers are ob-
liged, under national legislation, to take
appropriate measures in order to elim-
inate disadvantages entailed by such
provisions, criteria or practices as re-
gards persons with a particular disability.

The discrimination ban applies to:

. conditions for access to employment,
to self-employment or to occupation,
including selection criteria and
recruitment conditions, whatever the
branch of activity and at all levels of the
hierarchy, including promotion;

. access to all types and levels of
vocational guidance, vocational training,
advanced vocational training and
retraining, including practical work
experience;

. employment and working conditions,
including dismissals and pay; and

. membership of, and involvement in,
organisations of workers or employers,
or any organisation whose members
carry on a particular profession,
including the benefits provided for by
such organisations.

To guarantee compliance with the
principle of equal treatment in relation
to people with disabilities, ``reasonable
accommodation`` shall be provided - ie
employers shall take appropriate
measures, where needed in a particular

case, to enable a person with a disability
to have access to, participate in, or
advance in employment, or to undergo
training, unless such measures would
impose a ``disproportionate burden`` on
the employer. This burden shall not be
disproportionate when it is sufficiently
remedied by measures within the
framework of the disability policy of the
Member State concerned.

With regard to people with disabilities,
the principle of equal treatment is
without prejudice to the right of Mem-
ber States to maintain or adopt provi-
sions on health and safety at work or to
measures aimed at creating or main-
taining provisions or facilities for safe-
guarding or promoting their integration
into the working environment.

Member States must implement the
Directive by 2 December 2003. How-
ever, to take account of particular
conditions, Member States may, if
necessary, have an additional period of
three years from 2 December 2003 (ie a
total of six years) to implement the
provisions on disability discrimination.

New Directive prohibits discrimination



Programme in 2000, aimed at
integrating people with disabilities into
paid employment in the open labour
market and providing them with the
support required for integration into the
workplace. Under the programme, a
``job coach`` is assigned to disabled
workers and provides continuing support
to the employer and employee. The
National Disability Authority was
founded in 2000 to assist tin coordinat-

ing and developing policy relating to

disabled people. The Department of

Enterprise, Trade and Employment has

developed strategies aimed at

integrating people with disabilities into

the labour market, with an increased

emphasis on progression from training

to employment, funding for social

partner initiatives and increased funding

for disabled employees.

. In Portugal, the National Secretariat for
the Rehabilitation and Integration of

People with Disabilities (SNRIPD),

established in 1997, plans, coordinates,

develops and implements national

policies on the prevention of disability

and the rehabilitation and integration of

people with disabilities.

. In Spain, the government's 1997 ``Plan
of urgent measures for promoting the
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Country Legislation on employment of people with disabilities

Austria The law on employment of disabled persons covers: a compulsory placement system, including grants and fines for employers; protection against
dismissal; and pay guarantees. In companies with over five disabled workers, these employees may elect a special representative, responsible for
representing their interests and monitoring compliance with legal provisions.

Belgium Article 21 of the law of 16 April 1963 concerning reintegration of disabled people into the labour market establishes a quota system for the
employment of disabled people in both the private and the public sector.

Denmark General legislation prohibiting discrimination mentions disability. A statutory order on ``compensation to disabled persons in employment`` aims to

give people with disabilities a form of compensation to ensure that they can remain in the labour market on ordinary wage and employment

conditions; a wage subsidy is thus offered.

Finland In 1995, the Constitution was amended to include an anti-discrimination clause on equal treatment of people with disabilities, whereby no one is to
be assigned a different status on the basis of their health and disability. An employer may not place an employee or job-seeker in a worse position
than others for a health-related reason that does not prevent the person from doing their work. Employers which - in advertising jobs, selecting
recruits or establishing working conditions - put a job-seeker or employee in a less favourable position due to their health conditions, may be fined
or imprisoned for up to six months.

France The law of 10 July 1987 sets a quota for employees with disabilities in private and public sector organisations. The law of 12 July 1990 outlaws
discrimination at work on the grounds of health or disability in the areas of recruitment, disciplinary procedure and redundancy.

Germany The Severely Disabled Persons Act 1986 covers the recruitment, training, pay, working conditions, holidays and dismissal of people with disabilities
(see box on p.iv). The Act on fighting unemployment among persons with disabilities 2000 reformed the employment quota system.

Greece Law 2643/98 on the ``employment of persons in special categories`` establishes an employment quota system in the private and public sectors.

Ireland The Employment Equality Act 1998 and Equal Status Act 2000 outlaw discrimination in employment, vocational training, advertising and collective
agreements. The former Act prohibits direct and indirect discrimination and victimisation in employment on nine grounds, including disability. All
aspects of employment are covered, including pay, vocational training, promotion and conditions of employment.

Italy Law 426/68, partly modified by law 68/99, provides for an employment quota system in the private and public sector.

Luxembourg The law of 12 November 1991 provides for: a compulsory quota system in the private and public sectors; wage subsidies, work adaptation grants,
incentives and sanctions; pay protection; and total or partial exemption from social security contributions for disabled self-employed people.
Workers with disabilities are entitled to an extra six days' annual leave.

Netherlands The Act on the occupational (re)integration of disabled persons, which came into force in July 1998, aims at increasing disabled people's
participation in the labour market to reach a compulsory 5% norm.

Norway The Act on Worker Protection and Working Environment requires employers to organise work to meet the needs of employees with disabilities. The
employer must cover parts of the costs, while expenses beyond a given amount may be covered by the national insurance scheme.

Portugal The Constitution provides directly or indirectly for equal treatment for people with disabilities (eg physically or mentally disabled citizens enjoy full
rights). Decree-law No. 247/89 regulates subsidies for workplace adaptation and personalised facilities at work. Additional subsidies for the
employment of disabled people are established through Decree-law No. 170/80. Decree-law No. 8/1998 regulates vocational training issues and
protected employment in terms of social security provisions.

Spain The Constitution provides for equal treatment for people with disabilities. The 1980 Workers' Statute (amended in 1995) establishes that neither job
seekers nor employees must be discriminated against due to diverse social conditions, including disability. Law 13/1982 on the social integration of
disabled people regulates the integration of people with disabilities in various areas, including employment. This law has been developed by several
royal decrees, notably laying down employment quotas in private and public companies and the public administration. A wage subsidy for disabled
employees (plus the self-employed) is regulated by several laws and royal decrees (including law 55/1999). Special legal provisions apply to disabled
people in areas such as: adaptation of work; pay, working time; and protection against dismissal.

Sweden The 1999 Act on prohibiting discrimination against disabled people in working life prohibits direct and indirect discrimination against employees and
job applicants on the ground of disability, in areas including recruitment, promotion, pay, employment conditions and dismissal. Employers must
take appropriate steps to support disabled workers and adapt the workplace, in order to avoid a discriminatory situation, especially concerning
disabled employees' recruitment and protection against dismissal. Additional provisions are found in the Employment Protection Act, Work
Environment Act and Social Insurance Act, covering matters such as: workplace adaptation obligations on employers (and labour market
authorities); wage subsidies; and redundancy protection.

UK The Disability Discrimination Act 1995, effective from December 1996, provides that it is unlawful for an employer to discriminate against disabled

people in employment - covering recruitment, terms of employment, promotion, transfer, training, any other benefit and dismissal - or to subject

them to any other detriment. Where a disabled person is placed at a ``substantial disadvantage`` in comparison with people who are not disabled

(physical features of the premises, working arrangements etc), the employer has a duty to make ``reasonable`` adjustments to prevent this.

Source: EIRO.

Table 1. Statutory provisions concerning the employment of people with

disabilities



employment of persons with disabilities``
contains measures which have since
been included in legislation and NAPs,
notably promoting continuing training,
particularly in new technologies.

. In Sweden, the governmental Disability
Ombudsman (HO) was established in
1994. Among other tasks, the HO carries
out investigations and provides legal
advice to individuals on disability issues.

. In the UK, a Disability Rights
Commission (DRC) was established in
2000, with a duty to work towards the
elimination of discrimination against
disabled persons. The government funds
the ``New Deal for Disabled People``,
which incorporates counselling, help
with job search, CV preparation and
interviews to assist unemployed disabled
people in finding work. A ``personal
capability assessment`` also gives
information to help disabled people take
steps back to work. Other non-statutory
provisions include the Employment
Service's ``two ticks`` disability symbol,
awarded to employers which agree to
five commitments to good practice.

Similar initiatives are in preparation
elsewhere - for example, the Italian
government is planning a national ob-
servatory to monitor the employment
conditions of disabled people.

Some countries have set up campaigns
to raise employers' awareness of dis-
ability issues - as in Belgium, Denmark,
Ireland and the UK. For example, to
promote the adoption of equal oppor-
tunities practice at company level, the
Irish National Rehabilitation Board, with

social partner support, launched a
``Positive to Disability`` initiative in the
mid-1990s, with good-practice
employers allowed to use the ``Positive
to Disability`` logo in promotions and
advertising. A few countries - eg Italy,
Portugal and Sweden - have policies
aimed at eliminating broader physical
and societal barriers to the occupational
integration of disabled people.

Disability issues in NAPs

Since 1998, the EU has produced annual
Employment Guidelines, implemented in
the Member States through National
Action Plans (NAPs) for employment. The
1998 Guidelines stated that ``the
Member States will give special attention
to the problems people with disabilities
may encounter in participating in
working life``. In 1999, the Guidelines
gave greater emphasis to the issue,
stating that: ``Many groups and
individuals experience particular
difficulties in acquiring relevant skills and
in gaining access to, and remaining in,
the labour market. A coherent set of
policies promoting the integration of
such groups and individuals into the
world of work and combating
discrimination is called for. Each Member
State will give special attention to the
needs of the disabled ... and develop
appropriate forms of preventive and
active policies to promote their
integration into the labour market.`` The
2000 Guidelines state again that
Member States should ``give special
attention to the needs of the disabled ...
and develop appropriate forms of
preventive and active policies to promote

their integration into the labour
market``.

Disability is firmly embedded in all
Member States' NAPs. All the 1998 NAPs
envisaged specific measures related to
the occupational integration of disabled
people. In its evaluation of the 1998
NAPs, the European Commission found
that ``Member States are firmly
committed to getting more people with
disabilities into jobs, and policy actions
show interest in mainstreaming this issue
into other policies in particular on
employability.`` With regard to the 1999
NAPs, the 1999 Joint Employment
Report found that ``policy development
and analysis are severely hampered by a
lack of data describing the scale or
nature of the needs of disabled people``.
Overall, responses to the Employment
Guideline on an inclusive labour market
had been ``poor and lacking focus. A
coherent set of policies combining
integration and non-discrimination is
called for. The majority of Member
States, which has failed to address the
need for measures to combat
discrimination, should consider how to
deal with this in future ... Notwith-
standing some impressive measures, the
mostly piecemeal initiatives listed are
unlikely to adequately translate the
political commitment taken by Member
States to move from a dependency-
oriented approach to more active and
preventive employment and labour-
market policies.``

Measures to promote the employment
of people with disabilities feature in the
2000 NAPs of almost all Member States.
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Germany's Severely Disabled Persons

Act 1986 (SchwbG) contains the fol-
lowing measures:

. recruitment. An employer looking to
fill vacancies must check, together with

a representative of people with
disabilities, whether it can recruit

persons with disabilities, particularly

those registered at the employment

office. Enterprises in the public and

private sectors with over 16 employees
were obliged by the 1986 Act to

employ a 6% quota of people with

disabilities, or else pay a compensatory

levy of DEM 200 (EUR 102) per month

for every quota job not filled by a
disabled person. Furthermore,

employers may be fined if they culpably

violate their duty to employ persons

with disabilities. Amendments to the

law adopted in 2000 reduced the
quota to 5% (it will return to 6% in

2003 if disabled unemployment

reduction targets are not met) and

introduced a graduated compensatory

levy, with companies employing a
disabled quota of 3%-5% paying DEM
200 per month for each unfilled quota
position, those employing a 2%-3%
quota paying DEM 300 (EUR 153) and
those employing under 2% paying
DEM 500 (EUR 255);

. vocational training. Besides
providing free access for disabled
employees to special rehabilitation
centres and payments for maintenance
and food, employers must give this
group priority in workplace vocational
training activities, in order to promote
their professional advancement;

. pay. Employers must employ disabled
people on normal conditions of
employment, like any other employee.
This means principally that workers
with disabilities are to be paid the same
wage or salary as anyone else;

. wage subsidies. Subsidies of up to
70% of the wage are paid, for 12-24
months, to companies employing

people with disabilities. In exceptional
cases, the subsidy may amount to 80%
of the wage for 36 months;

. working conditions and promotion.
Workplaces must be adapted to the
needs of disabled people. Employers
must give people with disabilities an
opportunity to work that enables them
to make use of their skills and
expertise, and to provide them with
further training so as to enlarge their
work opportunities;

. additional holidays and overtime

work. Employers must grant disabled
employees an additional five days of
annual leave. On demand, employers
must exempt people with disabilities
from overtime work; and

. special protection from dismissal.
The ordinary dismissal of people with
disabilities requires the consent of the
Employment Office.

The German Severely Disabled Persons Act 1986



These refer especially to initiatives for
raising awareness among employers on

disability issues and to the promotion of

the employability of disabled people

through active labour market policies
and access to education and professional

expertise programmes, as well as

through promoting more active colla-

boration between the social partners.
Further development of regulations is

also envisaged by some Member States.

Collective bargaining

No collective agreements referring to the

employment of people with disabilities

are reported in Austria, Luxembourg or
Portugal, where the issue is generally

seen as one for regulation by legislation

rather than bargaining (though in Lux-

embourg agreements may refer to the
terms of the relevant law). In most

countries, though, some collective

agreements, mainly at sector or com-

pany level, and to a lesser extent at
national level, include clauses referring

to people with disabilities. Moreover,

there are some specific agreements on

disabled people in Italy and France
(though in France legislation is the main

source of regulation, with bargaining

scarce, mainly at company level, and

only a means of fulfilling the statutory
employment quota). Agreements mainly

cover recruitment pay, and to a lesser
extent other subsidies or special mea-
sures. A number of examples are set out
in table 2 on p.vi.

In the UK, where most bargaining occurs
at company or workplace level, disability
issues are more likely to be the subject of
consultation, rather than negotiation,
and contained in company equal op-
portunities policies rather than collective
agreements. However, national-level
bargaining occurs in the public sector,
and collectively bargained conditions of
service for most local government em-
ployees contain an equal opportunities
clause, which refers to disability.

In most countries, a number of agree-
ments contain specific regulations relat-
ing to people with disabilities. In Greece,
some sectoral agreements contain
clauses on disabled people, albeit only
on a limited scale. In Norway, although
disabled people's employment is, in
general, not regulated by collective
agreements, many contain clauses on
the adaptation of work for older em-
ployees and employees with impaired
health. In the Netherlands about one-
third of agreements at company and
sector level deal with the reintegration
and selection of people with disabilities.
In exceptional cases, these agreements
set a quota reserved for disabled em-

ployees.

In most Finnish collective agreements,
the general principle is that if disabled
workers can carry out the work as well
other employees then the agreement's
general provisions apply to them. None-
theless, some sectoral agreements, eg in
metalworking and construction, include
specific regulations concerning disabled
workers. Similarly, in Germany, some
sectoral agreements on pay grades in
agriculture and horticulture - sectors
where people with disabilities often
work - contain special regulations for
disabled employees. There are also some
innovative company agreements. In
Sweden, although there are in general
no collective agreements referring to
disability, Samhall, a state company for
disabled workers, has concluded two
agreements covering its employees.

In Denmark, county and municipal
administrations have taken the lead by
concluding framework agreements, at
both sector and local level, which include
``social chapters`` providing that jobs on
special terms for people with disabilities
may deviate from the general provisions
laid down in collective agreements, on
the basis of a local agreement.

In Spain, clauses referring to employees
with disabilities were included in 9.47%
of the 4,615 collective agreements
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The current three-year tripartite national
agreement, the Programme for Pros-
perity and Fairness (PPF), signed in
March 2000, contains the following
provisions on people with disabilities:

. legislative reform. A disabilities bill
will be prepared and published during
the period of the Programme;

. accessibility of public services. Each
government department will ensure that
reasonable steps are taken to make its
services and those of agencies under its
remit accessible to disabled people;

. statistical needs. The Department of
Justice, Equality and Law Reform will
review and identify key statistical needs
in relation to people with disabilities;

. transition to new structures. Health
boards and other relevant organisations
will ensure that ``robust`` plans for the
training, work and employment of
people with disabilities are in place for
implementation over 2001-3;

. sheltered employment. A working
group will prepare a Code of Practice for
Sheltered Workshops, addressing
workplace conditions and relations,
contractual status and remuneration,
while a review of workshops' funding
will be undertaken. The Department of

Enterprise, Trade and Employment will
review existing sheltered employment
models and consider their role and
potential for enhancing employment
opportunities for people with
disabilities;

. vocational training. The national
training agency, FAÂ S, will review existing
vocational training programmes for
disabled people with a view to achieving
a more integrated, mainstreamed
approach; and

. employment of people with

disabilities. Every government
department will take appropriate action
to ensure that agencies under its aegis
achieve the 3% target for the
employment of people with disabilities
in the public service at an early date.

The social partners are stated to have a
major role to play in raising awareness
and promoting the employment of
people with disabilities in the private
sector. To that end:

. the Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment will provide funding to
the social partners to engage in joint
actions/initiatives to stimulate
awareness and promote the
employment of disabled people;

. funding available to employers under
the workplace/equipment adaptation
grant scheme for adaptations to the
workplace to accommodate people with
disabilities will be increased over the
lifetime of the Programme;

. to assist the integration of people with
disabilities, grants will be available to
enterprises for disability-awareness
training programmes;

. grants will be available to employers to
train or retrain employees who acquire a
disability during their working lives;

. the Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment, with FAÂ S, will
strengthen the profile of the ``Positive to
Disability`` scheme (see main text) which
recognises enterprises that take a
positive approach to the employment of
disabled people; and

. the National Supported Employment
Programme will be further developed in
consultation with the social partners and
other relevant organisations. Ensuring
high standards in the operation of the
programme and ensuring that people
with disabilities are afforded full
employment status and rights will be
primary considerations.

Disability and bargaining in Ireland: the Programme for Prosperity and Fairness



signed in 1998; 4.88% of company
agreements and 3.44% of higher-level
agreements. The clauses mainly deal
with issues related to recruitment and
regulation of pay. A national intersec-
toral agreement also deals with the
employment of people with disabilities.

It is especially in Belgium and Ireland
where national-level agreements have
addressed the needs of disabled people.
While in Belgium there are no specific
collective agreements in this area at
sector or company level, issues related to
the employment of disabled people have
been covered by four national intersec-
toral agreements. In Ireland, both direct
and indirect measures promoting the
occupational integration of people with
disabilities are included in the current
national agreement, the Programme for
Prosperity and Fairness (PPF), signed in
March 2000 - see box on p.v.

While in the above countries, regulations
related to disabled people are included,
to a greater or lesser extent, in standard
collective agreements, France and Italy
also have specific agreements on the
issue. In France, although few standard
agreements contain clauses on disabled
people, over 100 specific agreements
relating to employment quotas for
workers with disabilities have been
signed - two at sector level and the rest
at company level, mainly in large firms.
Such company-level agreements allow
firms to distribute the statutory disabled
employee quotas over different work

sites and thus bring those with fewer
than 20 employees into the system.
Similarly, Italy has seen, since the second
half of the 1970s, a number of specific
agreements both at sector and company
level.

Role of NGOs

Overall, NGOs representing disabled
people play a significant role in promot-
ing their occupational integration in
most countries. What varies is the
degree of their involvement in the
establishment and implementation of
policies to promote the employment of
people with disabilities, as well as the
extent to which NGOs collaborate with
the social partners. NGOs play an
important role in countries such as
Finland, Greece, Luxembourg, the Neth-
erlands and Spain, but with relatively
little cooperation with the social part-
ners. Seven countries - Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland, Italy, Norway and
Sweden - have established and/or pro-
moted cooperation between NGOs and
social partners, alongside an active role
for NGOs in decision-making through
their representation on committees and
in advisory bodies set up by government,
and in the implementation of initiatives
related to the employment of disabled
people. It is in the UK especially that the
role of NGOs in supporting the integra-
tion of disabled people into work is
noteworthy. The same holds true for
cooperation between NGOs and the
social partners.

Social partners' attitudes

Social partner organisations are generally
aware of disability issues and participate
in the formulation and promotion of
statutory provisions related to the em-
ployment of disabled people in most
countries. Furthermore, in almost all
countries social partners have set up
various projects, occasionally in colla-
boration with government agencies and/
or NGOs representing disabled people,
aimed at promoting the occupational
integration of disabled people. Their
initiatives include awareness campaigns,
provision of information and, to a lesser
extent, other support schemes for
members and/or disabled employees.

At international level, mention should be
made of a 1999-2000 project on
``European standards for the integration
of disabled persons``, involving
representatives from unions in Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the
UK. It aimed to encourage the exchange
of information among unions through
transnational comparison of legislation
and collective bargaining. The objectives
were to: define minimum European
standards to prevent the social exclusion
of people with disabilities and promote
their occupational integration; collect
significant collective agreements; and
draw up guidelines for action by union
representatives at company level.

As far as social partners' attitudes to
statutory measures on the employment
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Table 2. Examples of collective agreements referring to the employment of people with disabilities

Country Agreements

Belgium National Labour Council collective agreement No. 26 (1975) guarantees that private sector employees with disabilities receive pay at
least equal to the minimum wage as defined by the sectoral joint committees for able-bodied employees. Collective agreement No.
43 (1988) lays down the principle of a guaranteed minimum monthly income for all employees, including disabled people employed
on an ordinary contract of employment. Collective agreement No. 38 (1998) on recruitment and selection stipulates that employers
must not treat job applicants in a discriminatory way on various grounds, including disability. Since 1989-90, the biannual national
intersectoral agreement provides for a financial contribution to assist ``at-risk`` groups, including disabled people, particularly
relating to workplace adaptation and contributions to the cost of equipment, clothing and travel expenses.

Germany Under a company-level agreement for transport services in Leipzig, employees consent to reduce their working time and pay in
order to allow the company to employ five people who use wheelchairs. At the SAP software company, an agreement provides for
the creation of posts for employees with disabilities.

Italy Sectoral agreements in metalworking and textiles sought as early as the late 1970s to facilitate the employment of disabled people,
especially concerning training, working hours and the elimination of physical barriers in the workplace. At present, disability
bargaining in some sectors and companies focuses mainly on defining leave entitlement for disabled workers. A number of
agreements between unions and the employers' association for small firms (API) have been reached at local level (eg in Veneto and
Turin), providing for work-entry programmes for disabled workers.

Spain The 1997 national intersectoral agreement on employment stability establishes measures, such as subsidies and allowances, aimed
at fostering permanent recruitment, and specifies disabled people as one of the groups to which these measures are applicable.

Sweden Samhall, a state company for disabled workers, has signed two collective agreements covering its staff. The agreements provide for
a wage system whereby Samhall employees receive about 85% of normal collectively agreed pay in these sectors.

UK Collectively bargained conditions of service for most employees in local government contain an equal opportunities clause, which
includes reference to disability. As part of the local government agreement, local authorities that apply nationally negotiated
conditions should ensure that discriminatory practices are identified and removed and non-discriminatory practices introduced in all
areas of employment including recruitment, training and promotion. Lawful positive action programmes should be established to
achieve and maintain a representative workforce. An equal opportunities guide accompanies the national agreement and the
employers' organisation for local government publishes additional guidance on employing people with disabilities.

Source: EIRO.



of people with disabilities are concerned,
it seems that in general they approve of
them in Belgium, Denmark, France,
Ireland, Norway, Sweden and the UK -
countries where social partners actively
participate in advisory bodies and other
initiatives set up by government. In these
countries, only relatively mild criticism of
current statutory provisions is reported
by either unions or employers' organi-
sations. Nevertheless, there may be
sharper criticisms of some aspects of the
law from some quarters in these coun-
tries. For example, the UK Trade Unions
Congress (TUC) is campaigning for the
removal of exemptions from the Dis-
ability Discrimination Act so that the law
will apply to small businesses (with under
15 employees) and public services such
as the police and armed forces.

In a number of other EU Member States,
social partners' criticism of statutory
measures is more explicit. Moreover,
there are disagreements between unions
and employers, mainly related to positive
discrimination measures, such as em-
ployment quota systems and special
protection against dismissal.

In Austria, the social partners were
involved in drafting government initia-
tives for the employment of disabled
people, and both sides approve of some
of the statutory measures that promote
such employment. However, employers
consider the strict regulations as barriers
to companies which intend to employ
disabled people. They particularly stress
the perceived inappropriateness of the
compensatory levy (on employers not
fulfilling disabled employment quotas) in
providing a motive to employers to hire

disabled people, and suggest a reduction
in the ``overprotection`` of disabled
employees from dismissal. In Italy, the
Cgil, Cisl and Uil trade union
confederations generally approve of the
current legislation on occupational
integration of disabled people, but have
some reservations over the
implementation of a recent law
reforming the compulsory placement
system. According to Cisl, unions have to
put pressure on employers' associations
and local government agencies in order
to have the law implemented and the
services envisaged provided. For
Confindustria, the main employers'
organisation, the current legislation is
considered very progressive. It is critical
of the reform of the compulsory
placement system, and in particular of
the extension in 1999 of the obligatory
quota system for disabled persons to
firms with under 35 employees.

The Dutch social partners embrace the
current REA law which enhances the
occupational integration of disabled
people, but are critical on a number of
points. Employers highlight the need for
qualified employees, and believe that
policies should be oriented towards
bettering the education and qualification
standards of the disabled population
rather than towards a quota system for
disabled employees. Unions support a
quota system and the sanctions on
employers enforced by the law, but
criticise the legislation for emphasising
financial stimuli for employers without
ensuring new entries into the labour
market by disabled people. The unions
propose instead an individual reintegra-

tion plan.

The German Federation of Trade Unions
(DGB) suggests an extension of employ-
ers' obligations to employ people with
disabilities and a raising of the compen-
satory levy for those that fail to do so.
The Confederation of German Employ-
ers' Associations (BDA), on the other
hand, embraces a current reform of the
Severely Disabled Persons Act which
reduces the quota reserved for disabled
people, but regrets that the government
has not modified other aspects of the
law, such as the protection against
dismissals or additional holiday entitle-
ment for employees with disabilities.

In Spain, the Trade Union Confederation
of Workers' Commissions (CC.OO) and
General Workers' Confederation (UGT)
supported the provisions on the em-
ployment of disabled people introduced
in the 1980s and oppose modifications
to these regulations made during the
past decade, considering that the origi-
nal regulations gave greater priority to
the integration of people with disabilities
in ordinary employment. Unions are also
in favour of subsidies and allowances
related to the recruitment of disabled
people, providing that they are transitory
measures and do not threaten the social
security system. A current reform of
legislation on sheltered employment is
also criticised by the unions as a
``liberalisation`` of working conditions
and a step backward in personnel
management at special employment
centres. The Spanish Confederation of
Employers' Organisations (CEOE) is
positive about all subsidies and
allowances for recruitment, but opposes
alternative measures to the current 2%
quota, such as sponsoring or
subcontracting special employment
centres, as these would impose an
economic burden on companies without
compensation.

Social partner organisations arguably
seem less aware of issues related to the
labour market integration of disabled
people into the labour market in some
countries, such as Finland, Greece and
Luxembourg.

The joint declaration

As mentioned above, the EU-level social
partners adopted a joint declaration on
the employment of people with disabil-
ities in May 1999 - see box on p.vii.

In Austria, Greece and Luxembourg, the
joint declaration seem to have had little
or no impact. Nevertheless, in most
countries, the social partners seem to be
aware of the declaration. However, in
only a few countries have they taken
joint action which either refers explicitly
to the declaration and seeks to imple-
ment it or is indirectly influenced by the
declaration.

In Norway, the joint declaration has had
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On 19 May 1999, UNICE/UEAPME,

CEEP and ETUC adopted a joint de-

claration on the employment of people

with disabilities. The joint declaration

stresses the social partners' commit-

ment to making a contribution to

promoting the occupational integration

of people with disabilities in Europe. To

this end, the partners recommend,

among other measures, that:

. employers envisage developing equal
opportunity policies for people with

disabilities and making these policies

known to all management and

employees, with particular emphasis on

raising awareness concerning

recruitment and human resources; and

. trade unions endeavour to examine
disability issues with their members and

develop equal opportunity policies in

this area.

The social partners, at the appropriate

level, will promote among their mem-

bers equal opportunity policies in favour

of persons with disabilities, taking
account of the following:

. making known when recruitment
notices are published that candidates

with disabilities will be considered solely
on the basis of their abilities;

. ensuring that selection and
recruitment procedures are not
discriminatory and allow disabled

people to apply and take part in the

recruitment process;

. ensuring that career possibilities are
open to disabled employees on the

same basis as to other staff members,
according to their abilities and potential,

and that employees with disabilities

have equal access to training;

. offering support to employees who
become disabled so that they can keep

their position or find one which
corresponds to their experience and

abilities; and

. ensuring that the implementation of
the policies adopted is followed up and

EU-level joint declaration
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no practical effects, although the social
partners would not have many difficul-
ties in complying with its basic inten-
tions. In Finland, France and Italy, the
social partners are aware of the de-
claration but this has not so far led to
joint action explicitly referring to the
text. The Italian social partners have
welcomed the development of social
dialogue on disabled people's access to
work, inaugurated by the joint declara-
tion, but the Confindustria employers'
confederation believes that Italian legis-
lation is already more advanced than the
positions that have emerged from social
dialogue at European level.

In some countries, awareness of the
declaration has been accompanied by
social partners' joint action. Regardless
of whether these joint initiatives explicitly
refer to the declaration, they are never-
theless in line with its recommendations.
In Portugal, there was no explicit refer-
ence to the declaration, but the social
partners' joint initiatives during 2000
were in line with issues in the declara-
tion. The Dutch social partners view the
declaration as supporting their existing
activities. They emphasise the impor-

tance of information campaigns to effect
a change in mentality, but believe that
policy needs to be made at national level
and implemented locally.

In the UK, there are a number of joint
actions at local level, although these do
not explicitly mention the joint declara-
tion. However, the Disability Discrimina-
tion Act 1995, examples of good
practice from NGOs such as the Em-
ployers' Forum on Disability, and the
``New Deal for Disabled People`` (see
above) encourage the implementation of
measures similar to those identified in
the joint declaration. In Belgium, the
social partners are aware of the
declaration but see it as enhancing their
existing promotion of the labour market
integration of people with disabilities. In
Ireland, the ICTU union confederation
and IBEC employers' confederation have
taken joint action in this area as part of
their role as important actors in the
negotiation of national agreements.
However, the Irish social partners have
not taken action which refers explicitly to
the joint declaration. In Denmark, the
joint declaration is seen as having no
specific value as such, since the social

partners' involvement in labour market
policy in this area is already well
established.

The German social partners have not as
yet responded to the joint declaration.
Nevertheless, they actively participate in
a programme launched by the Federal
Labour Office on the occupational inte-
gration of severely disabled persons,
which is in line with the recommenda-
tions of the joint declaration (see above).
In Sweden, the social partners are well
aware of the declaration but state that it
is too early to judge its effect. However,
a recent joint union-employer project,
aiming at supporting disabled workers, is
in line with the declaration. Similarly, in
Spain the social partners have full
knowledge of the joint declaration, and
a draft national joint declaration very
similar to the European one has been
drafted by the unions and is being
negotiated with employers' organisa-
tions.
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The integration of people with disabil-
ities into the labour market is of
increasing concern at both national and
European level. Although the coverage
and, to a lesser extent, the nature of
existing national measures vary across
the EU/EEA, almost all countries have
introduced specific laws regulating var-
ious aspects of the employment of
disabled people, most notably addres-
sing issues related to recruitment,
regulation of pay and protection from
dismissal. Similarly, although not all
countries have specific collective
agreements referring to disabled peo-
ple, in only a few countries are
discrimination at work against disabled
people and/or more specific aspects of
their employment not subjects for
collective bargaining. Measures for
disabled employees included in collec-
tive agreements tend to relate to
recruitment and regulation of pay - ie
similar measures to those regulated by
legislation. It is especially in Ireland that
bargaining, especially the recent na-
tional tripartite agreement, takes a
broader approach to disability, incor-
porating vocational training, rehabilita-
tion and integration of disabled people
in all aspects of life.

Most governments have developed a
number of labour market policies, be-
sides statutory measures, designed to
promote the occupational integration
of people with disabilities, such as
additional subsidies to employers re-
cruiting disabled people, as well as
protected employment schemes for

people unable to find an ordinary job in
the open labour market. Governments
have also set up various initiatives to
promote the employment prospects of
disabled people by raising, through
campaigns and other programmes,
public awareness on disability issues,
especially among employers, and to
enhance employment opportunities for
disabled people, especially through
training. Therefore it is evident that a
combination of active labour market
policies which promote the employ-
ability of people with disabilities and
special protection measures for disabled
employees, especially related to an
obligatory quota system, to a greater or
lesser extent co-exist within most
countries. A more active labour market
approach is taken in the NAPs on
employment, which seem to influence
policy-making, since measures pro-
posed in NAPs have been incorporated
in the legislation in some countries or
included in government initiatives.

As for social partners' attitudes towards
current statutory provisions, employers'
organisations in many countries seem
to oppose aspects of special protection
measures, demanding to scale them
down. Trade unions seem to approve
special protection measures, although
in some countries a more ``active labour
market`` approach is taken. Both
employers' and employees'
organisations are aware of disability
issues in most countries; however, their
initiatives - sometimes undertaken in
collaboration with government and/or

NGOs representing disabled people -
are often limited to the provision of
information and raising awareness
among their members; more rarely are
these initiatives coupled with more
substantial interventions. In only a few
countries have social partners taken
joint action which either refers explicitly
to the 1999 EU-level joint declaration,
seeks to implement it or is indirectly
influenced by the declaration. However,
in a substantial number of countries,
the initiatives which have been taken so
far by social partners are in line with the
recommendations set out in the joint
declaration.

As the large number of unemployed
people with disabilities demonstrates,
there are still more substantial initiatives
to be taken by governments and the
social partners. The tight conditions on
most EU labour markets are the main
obstacle to the integration of disabled
people into the labour market. None-
theless, most Member States, and Nor-
way, seek to follow the approach set
out in the EU employment strategy,
which is also reflected in the social
partners' joint declaration - an ap-
proach which seeks to raise the em-
ployment levels of people with
disabilities, especially by moving them
from welfare to work and, so far to a
lesser extent, by eliminating various
obstacles to their full participation.
(Koula Labropoulou and Eva Soumeli,
INE/GSEE-ADEDY)
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